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SPEC IAL EDITION

The meeting of Thursday, October 20, attended by representa-
tives of nine families, included the making of certain deci-
sions which require either immediate action or early approval0
The decisions are set forth in brief below.

1. ReaMent for s:

It was reported that the Moys are leaving Tuepday, Nov. 1,
for Japan, for an indefinite period. They have requested re-
payment of the funds they have in Brown's Wood ($2,000 plus
assessments plus $5),

It was AGREJ17D: (anong those present) to ask those not
pr-it t to memit the 7oyr to be paid with funds already in

nir noy paid by % ers over and above lot costs. *
This means that if consensus is reached on paying

the Moy s out of the treasury at this time, they will be paid,
up to 12,000 or whatever it is, according to the total which
individuals are willing to "contribute" rather than have held
in escrow.

Genny Daly is calling. members on the telephone to got
an answer on this question0  This agreement on repaying the
Moys is an exception to the agreement reported in VOL. VI,
No. 9, page 1, because no new member has been accepted. As
soon as a new family does come into the group, the present
status will be re-esjablished. Further, this early repayment
does not set a precedent.

2. Road Bonding:

It was AGREED that the corporation allow the bonding
of the road, at the expense of those building this fall, for
the portion of the road cost remaining -after the laying of
the pipe.

3. Option etc.:

It was jGRE!D, in order to facilitate deeding before 1956,
that Saturday October 29 or Thursday, Nov. 3 (depending upon
the lefal comitteoe's proreso) will be tho final date for
acceptance of the pre-emption agreement, option agreement,
restrictions, and deed, and any other matters pertinent there-
to. This meeting vill be final and will NOT require the usual
waiting period for ratification.

* Excerpt from minutes of the meeting, by Molly Morgan, Clerk.
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NEXTMH~fNG:sinao th'a b 'lCOrMAttes does not expect to
have tha n oassary work done by satuday, the

next meeting,(at which e Pro-w.ptioa AgreemantV, ta will
be given t f finishing touches and approval) wil2. be hLd on
Thursday, November 3rd.., in Grover Hlall, AuW4urdale.

A3f as I know, the business o' November 3rd. wil also
ino Clud caonlside.araticn of the tvo membership &pp Lcat an now
On hand,

MEETING OF OCTOBI 20: Reort by tolly orgaa,
Clerk, Brownvs Wood

A goneral meeting of Brown's Wood waa held in the Senior
Grovers' gairage loft on October 20, 1955 - beginning at 8:30
PM and ending at 11 P, Prosent were; Genny Daly, Ranny Gras,
Stuart Grover, John Harris, Fd and. Helen Healy, Paul Loewonstoint
Molly Morgan, Nyna Polumbain, Dave, and Nettle Shansky, and as
interest observers, katt Israel and Lucy Huber.

Lincoln Building Reiquremeate: It was reported that,, acording
to Mr. Willard, the Linoln

Board of Selectmen has givenc the Lincoln bu16ding !n9pector
unfettered authority to tura down a y pre-fab or even partially
pre-fab house i or structure requfrinig a building permit = and
all structures of 100 sq. ft. or more require a building peormit.
Although the building inspector in turning down a houss.plan
must state 4sy, the reason can be simply: "A sub-standard
st.ructurs".I - What has the town got against pre-fabs?, Som-
one aslod. Evidently, for one. thing, anahor belts ara speai-
fled among the building rzqu1remznts, and Tetohbuilt. decided
not to put in anchor bol).s after agreeing to abide by the Town
specifications, Or perhaps, as someone suggested, a Tech-built
house went up so fast that the building ivpector ( a part-time
officlal) never had a chance to see whether anchor boLts got
put in or not. What are anchor bolts? t7ey are the large bolts
that hold the frame of the house down to its concrete foundation
or footings. They tend to prevent the house from getting shoved
off its footings by high winds or water. (By the way, the
town believes in in fact, 1nsist. on poured concrete footings.)

Talk witb Concord Co-op Bank: Paul Loewenstein talked with
officiils of the above bank.

Mr. Ogilvie, in partioular# assured faul that 4e and other B.W.
members could et the following terms at their bank: 4}% inti-
rest rate, mortgages of 80% of evaluation, with eomplete pre-
payment privileges after the first year. Also, they valued
Lindoln lots as at least $4000 per acre.

xr. Ogilvie, M". Donaldson (our neighbor ao to speak),
and Mr. Wheeler paid a brief visit to the land a few days later.
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They appeared plasad with what they saw. "Beautiful land", they
exclaimed, unmiring their Oadillac from our new road (with the
help of Ranny and Jack Flannery) . They also boasted about their
bank's b. ng a good place to do business since there is oppor-
tunity to invest in bank shares.

Sanit~a~rgDraaina'e ja : Stuart Grover talked with Mr. Willard and
learned that the town requires a sanitary

drainag map from each of us at the time we submit building plans
to tle building inspector with an application for a building permit.
The building inspector will want to see our plans and applicationn,
and Willard will vant to see the sanitary drainage maps.

SpCifiCations for Drainage Pap and Septic Tank:

Sc ale of Map: 401 to the inch or any useable soals.
Accuracy: Not as critical as Lot bounds.
Must Show:

1) The loc at ion of the house
2) The lines from septic tank to house
3) At least 40 foot of leaching lines (for exaot

requirements for each lot, see report by Whitman and Howard)
The leaching lines are to be plotted on the map in order

that they may be easily staked out by the home-owner. The sani-
tary engineer can then view the layout on the ground and (we hope)
give his approval, necessary for a building permit.

Septic tanks, not cess pools, are required. Specifications
for same may be obtained frort proper authorities.

Progess of the Road: While digging the water trench as it
crossed the road past Lot # 16, Jack

Flannery encountered about 40 sq. ydso of ledge. (This made the
total about 70-80 sq. yds, so far). Mr. Flannery plans to dig
the entire water trench before beginning any necessary blasting.
All the back-filling is to be done at once too. Work has gone
somewhat slower than in the past, since Mr. Flannery left only
one man on the job, his second son, Jack. However, the water
trench was done past Lot 15 as of Thursday, Octo. 20. Ranny r*-
minded members that no blasting will be necessary in the drainagetrench0 At present we hope that the first -coat of oil can be putonto the road Dec. 1, and the second coat Do. 30.

(Last Friday Jack uncovsred considerably more ledge6 Ha,Bud Flannery, Ranny and 'Mr 0 Gilbert agreed it might be better digo
ging on the other side after all, and since Mr. Gilbert has always
wanted to avoid pipes crossing the road, it was decided' to try the
change, at no extra expbnse for the additional trench . It is
hoped that more ledge savings can be accomplished by a. ED)

Available Lots*& Since the Polwmbaums have decided to change from
Lot 15 to 16, the three lots now available are

15, 19 and 20. Any present members interestod In either had
better say so soon.
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R t. to qustion was covered in the Special Edition,
Tho Consensus, Vol. VII, No. l Oct. 2. 1955,

and also by Gernny Daly's telephone conversations with all members
except the Waleses, who were contacted by Ranny. -Enough money
was nade available by members to pay the L1oys back entirely, and
there were no objections to doing so.

Bonding the Road: Stuart Grover talked with the Lincoln Town
Planning Board chairman, Ur. Howard, and

Paul and John met with the Board itself, to find out about
bonding the road. Apparently there are two standard methods:
one is for the toin to estimate the cost of completing the road,
and add a 10% contingency allowance, whereupon we give them a
certified check for the total. This could be a large sum at
this point. The Town holds on to the check until the town prob
nounces the road finished, with at least two coats of oil. The
contractor cannot got his money from the town until then, and
be can't get it from us if we don't have it. (I understand
that the Board indicated that for us, at least# they would mnte
payments to the contractor out of our "bond". ED)

The second method of road bonding doesn't demand so much
capital to be placed in escrow* We get an insurance bond; for
a fee of 1%, the necessary funds are put up by a bonding company.
Apparently, it would be sufficient for the early builders to get
a bond for that part of the work loft after pipe laying, since
that much is supposed to be finished before anyone will be ready
to build. The early builders volunteered to pay such expenses
as were necessary (about $200), and there were no objections.
For the decision, see the Special Edition, mentioned above.

Perhaps it should be added that the cause of the Town's
increasing concern that the road should be really well finished
is due to the Town's unfortunate experience with Tabor Hill Rd*
The Town accepted that road and then, after the "flood", had to
pay for its repair - which amounted to an almost complete re.w
building in several sections. In the future, the Town may change
its specifications for acceptance of roads: for instance, the
Town may insist on several feet of gravel under the road bede
Fortunately, wo don't have to comply with the future specifications.
But we'll have to toe the line with present ones 0

Public or Private Road? Pro Public: 1) Rural free delivery,
2) Snow removal service without any cost

other than taxes, and other maintenance besides.
Pro Private: Group can control the road, perhaps traffic,

definitely etension through easements. (It Is quite conceivable
that the Davis land puld" be 4eveloped with the use of our ease-
ment in that direatio.)

Lots Need T6pos: Lots 12, IS and 14 still neod topo work. This
isa job that must be done some time, but not

immediately (says the Clerk's report).
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epo by Genny Daly on the Budget: The Fxecutive Conmittee .eld I
its semi-annual Budget

meeting October 19, 19551 at the meeting it was decided that
the a oeasent per family for the next 6 months would be the
mlinum, $25o Last year, the corporation's running
exponses for office supplies and postage amounted to $60.
It was suggested that next year's budget include some coverage
for road maintenance. It was MGRE)ED: That the as ersient for

-o 5per famiwlly, and further th t

A financial statement was read by Genny Daly. She claims it
was too informal to be printed, and besides she read it to every-
body on the telephone, and all it amounted to was a summation
of the corporate position with respect to assetts and liabilities0A complete Treasurer's Report is in the offing, anyway.

APproval of 02tion Areament: It was pointed out that there is
a. tendoncy for people to let

important matters like legal documents slide along till the last
minute, and then want to make major changes. Since *time is of
the essence" in getting deeds out, it was felt that a date should
be set for final approval of the deed restrictions, eta,, after
'Which no changes could be made, 'and after which no ratification
Period would even be required. This was agreed, as reported in
the Special Edition, October 21.

News from So, Wales: A long newsy letter arrived yesterday
from'our absentee members. Iwish I had

time to publish all of it. However, I don't, and I can't even
publish any of it because Rann7 seems to have taken it to the office.
I will include the Items of special interest in the very next
newsletter, and suffice it to say for now that Lang works everynight (shades of BW), that the rental they are in is too similar
to a railway station for comfort, and they are contemplating
purchasing a house, with fewer trains and more nearby Ohildren,
that the country is lovely, the children are well, they have anew car named Morris 1,linor and a new beagle named Cindy, they
think they may know in a year or so what their plans will bewith respect to Brown's Wood, and any letters received from BWmembers will be answered promptly within 90 (ninety) days.
Also a very puzzling PS. : Noog Valve Co. is not in Aurora,
but East Aurora. Aurora is about 100 miles East?

New Index: The Grovers have presented me with a 4.page (Olivettitype, too) index fpw VOL.'s V and VI. It will aome
out soon and answer all those questions.

Now Offspringz Eve, the hamster from Six Noon Hill via 2 Potter
Park, and husband Adam, have presented us with at

least 6 little wrigglers. In about three weeks, I understand,
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VC -. Jnng r sone to take the sweet, darling litt.l
brwd bro Aher Ioes it would be nice to be able to keep

o2 thrm for heredity stdies; Adam is albino and Eve i
gLden~ ie .yb d want to open up a laboratory? We of course will
ep as r-arn as can be comfortably managed,

New Interest: Three families have become interested in Brown's
Wood membership lately, or should I say four,,

First were the Rawsons, Ed and Nancy, who have attended one
meeting. Then there were Yao T. Li and his brother, Si Loe,
and their wives and childreno Lastly, William Krokyn, the
Morgans' architect, and his family, who have really had an
interest in BW for some time but only recently felt in a position
to do anything about it.
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imT ~i a Th nat:matng Ill be hold on Thursday, Novo 10*
: , 1, 38 Vista Afe,, Auburnx

i nod ith 7, a which must be signed by all
m be : cn reu. nod to the Secretary before the end of the
rAe n t -mo the ac tion of that meeting to becoio fonal

Tho iatng was att dd by Hoer &Eckhardt, the Grass, art
v r, Jon 3a*ris, the H lya, the Kramers, Paul Loeni

k Shanswya, and Al Van Rennes (that is, teo
mamar f1 olies e represented). Also, Jacques Hill and

present as observors, Bart Loewnberg was kind
nough to bring his still recuperating self to answer members'

questions.

The rcited form of the "otice" was distributed. It was rad
aloud, with explanation of changes as they were mat, and oppor-
tunity for questions. The forms (with revisions circled in red)

her with sent to those who were not present. The explanatilas
for said revisions will come in a complete report by Tuesday, a
will the newly suggested changes; anyone wanting such information

oer ca call Ranny, who has a notated copy, or Helen Healy,
who has a complete record.

This wai to 'e the "final meeting" on the Notice but.
There -r, nzw questions on some things that had been in the fcr?from the b:ain , &nd so could have been raised earlier. Andother questions st aiid from the new revisions; discussion showedone whola paragraph could be improved by re-writing. Obviourlyit was impossible to give even conditional approval to the Notice .Those present did feel much benafited by Mr. Lotwenberg's generouscontribution of time in explaining.

Uowever, thero wAs much concern over the mzmbers who were notthere, and over the trend to the use of ever more powerful'Magiu'
fying glasses in inspecting the document 4 It seemed all toopossible that a new crop of questions would be raised at tkenext final meeting. Consequently the "Early Builders" demandedpermission to obtain deeds, any deeds, as soon as they need them,rather than be forced to wait until 36 perfectionists are satisfiedoAfter many suggestions, it was AGELRM: That'mambers be issuod, upon
roquest, hatevor for:. of deed is in current "use" at thu tine.
It was presumed that deeds issued in the near ftture, if there wereany, would be identical to that issued the Ritson family, while
those issued later would be in the final form.

The meeting then adjourned (well past 11:00 PM). For more on the
matter, see the following pages.
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On urther eon Idraton, the issuance of "Ritsonatyps deeds
seemed more and more unwise; Ranny's feeling of opposition to
the idee waz e.ugcofted by a talk with Bert Loewenberg this AM 
The latter sa id that deeds issued now would be necessarily unl.ke
that issued this Ritsor, and that at this rate several different
types or de>~s would be given out. He folt it would be very bad
practice. He did think that with application, deedm could be
issued in final and proper for7 as soon as required.

By application, is meant application of effort to expedite
matters. While supporting the freedom of the individual to
be heard and oonsidered, we sympathize with the "Early Builders"
decline in patienceo Surely the privilege of consensus brings
with it the rqsponsibility of acting within a reasonable time ,
The matters now included in the "Notice" were first discussed ir
the spring of 1954, and were drafted in June of that year into
an "Option Agreement" which ever member has at least had access to.,
This year, the matter was revived in August and has been in the
mill ever since. It has had at least some attention at every
meeting and has been oirculated in several forms to the entire
membership. There seems no excuse for further delay0

Rather than relying upon temporay deods, the following proceduro
is recommended, being entirely in' keeping with all agreements
made so far and with the urgency expressed by Early Builders
Signature by all members of the enclosed waivers will put thefinishing touch of "legality" on the process.

PROCEDURE TO ASSURE ISSUANCE OF PROPER DEEDS NOVJNBER-

1) Members sign enclosed waivers, and return to Belen Healy,6 Ashton Place, Cambridge, whether or not they i'1n to attendthe next eeting.
2) embers give careful consideration immediately to the form nowin hand, and to the revisions when they are received.
3) If, after all this time, any member still wants to suggest aifangeo he will easl a member of the Legal Committee beforeWednesday, November 9. The connittee member will either talkhim out of the idea or relay it to the lawyers.
4) Meanwhile, the lawyers (they have promised) will be preparinga draft including all the changes recomonded at the lastmeeting.
5) Also, the lawyers feel that they can have ready by Thursdaya complete evaluation of the "enforcibility" of the variousparts of the Notice,
6) Thursday, November 10, the revised form and the evaluation

are presented. The only matter still open to debate should
be whether to retain or reject sections about vhich the lawyers
have serious doubts. Members who raise minor points at this
time will do so at their own risk.



7) d the 1avYzrs will driit up deeds for early builders,
and typo th Notice in a forxm suitable for filingo

8) Moind&y, November 14, deeds can be issued to members who
request them,

BI3.rt Loewenbera has promised an allPout effort on the matter
and is quite confident that they can meet their part of the
above schedule, barring unforseen circumstances,
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NOTICE OF PRE -EMPTION RIGHTS, OPTIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS

BROWN'S WOOD, INCORPORATED, a corporation organized

under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, particularly

under Chapter 180 of the General Laws, and having a usual office in

the City of Boston in the County of Suffolk in the said Commonwealth,

and being the owner (except as to any portion heretofore conveyed by it)

of the land in the Town of Lincoln in the County of Middlesex in the said

Commonwealth which was conveyed to it by R. Langdon Wales by deed

dated July 7, 1954, recorded with Middlesex South Registry of Deeds

in Book 8284 at page 356, and is shown on a plan entitled "Plan Showing

Subdivision of Land in Lincoln, Mass. owned by Brown's Wood,

Incorporated" by Ranulf W. Gras, dated February 8, 1955, recorded

with the said Registry of Deeds at the end of book 8475,

HEREBY GIVES NOTICE (1) that by unanimous votes of its

Board of Directors and members it has imposed upon the said land the

Pre-emption Rights, Options and Restrictions which are hereinafter set

forth and, by reference hereto, shall be incorporated into each convey-

ance by it of any lot shown on the said plan and (2) that by the said votes

it is provided that, notwithstanding the provisions of the said Pre -

emption Rights and Options, in te event that The-SatanuWe..Cents

9avh-gs-Bakvr any other-bank or lending institution or any assignee of

8erAS06t



either of then should as mortgagee or as assignee foreclose any

mortgage of premises conveyed by such conveyance or should become

the owner of such premises it shall be free to convey the premises

free from the said Pre -emption Rights and Options if its purchaser

declines to accept a deed reciting that the conveyance is subject to

them;

The said Pre-ermption Rights, Options and Restrictions

being the following;

PRE -EMPTION RIGHTS

As further consideration for a conveyance by Brown's Wood,

Incorporated, of any lot of its land, each Grantee thereof shall covenant

as follows for himself and his successors in title, heirs, executors,

administrators and assigns:

(1) That, if during the period of the life of the Grantee

(or if there be more than one, then the lives of all the Graotees of

such lot or the life of the survivor of them) and twenty years thereafter

the Grantee (or, the Grantees) or any of such successors in title, heirs,

executors, administrators or assigns should desire or become willing

to sell the said lot, whether or not it then be improved, Brown's Wood,

Incorporated, or its successors or assigns shall have the first right to

buy the same unless the intended sale is to a spouse or child or children

of the then owner;



(2) That, in order to make possible the exercise of

such right, the said real estate, when such desire or willingness

arises, will forthwith in writing be offered for sale to Brown's Wood,

Incorporated, or its successors or assigns for the same price at

which and on the same terms and conditions upon which there is the
prospective

desire or willingness to sell the said real estate to any bona fide I
purchaser; the bona fides of the prospective purchaser shall have

been made manifest by his depositing with the prospective seller the

sum oftone thousand dollars ($1, 000) or a sum of money equal to five

per cent (5%) of the prospective gp price, whichever is the greater;

in the event that (a) Brown's Wood, Incorporated, or its successors

or assigns elect not to buy the said real estate and (b) the prospective

seller can give title to the prospective purchaser as agreed between

them And (c) the prospective purchaser fails to buy the real estate

within the four -months period hereinafter provided, the prospective

seller will forthwith after such period pay over the said sum to

Brown's Wood, Incorporated, or its successors or assigns;

(3) That Brown's Wood, Incorporated or its successors

or assigns shall have the right, by election, to buy the said real estate

at the said price and upon the said terms and conditions provided that

it or its successors or assigns within t days after receipt
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of such written offer enter into a written agreement to do so within

forty-five days after the date of such written agreement and deposit

with the seller the sum of one thousand dollars ($1, 000) or a sum of

money equal to five per cent (5%) of the prospective price, whichever

is the greater;

(4 a). That, if Brown's Wood, Incorporated, or its

successors or assigns, do not enter into such agreement within

twenty-one days after receipt of such offer, the prospective seller may

at any time during the next succeeding period of three months and one

week sell the said real estate to the said prospective purchaser at the

said price and upon the said terms and conditions. The said "first

right to buy" shall revive: (a) if during the said period of three months

and one week the prospective seller proposes to change the said price,

terms, conditions or the identity of the prospective purchaser; or (b)

if the said real estate is not so sold by the expiration of the said period

of three months and one week;

(4b). That if Brown's Wood, Incorporated, or its

successors or assigns, having entered into such agreement defaults in

the performance of the same, the prospective seller may (1) have

recourse to any legal or equitable remedy, or (2) during the next four

months following the said Corporation's default sell the said real estate

to any purchaser at a price not less than that provided and upon the same



terms and conditions as are contained in the said agreement (in

which event the deposit made by the said Corporation shall be

returned to it), or (3) retain the said deposit as liquidated damages

for its breach of the said agreement. Such "first right to buy" shall

revive, however, (a) if during the said four month period the pros-

pective seller proposes to reduce the purchase price or make any of

the other terms or conditions more favorable to a buyer, or (b) if

the said real estate is not sold pursuant to clause (2) hereof by the

expiration of the said period.

OPTIONS

In recognition of the corporate purposes of Brown's Wood,

Incorporated, particularly the purpose to promote the civic, educa-

tional and economic betterment and welfare of its community, and in

recognition of its ultimate aim as expressed in its by-laws to

a neighborhood of congenial home -owning families, and as further

consideration for the conveyance, each Grantee of a lot conveyed to

him by Brown's Wood, Incorporated, shall grant for himself and his

successors in title, heirs, executors, administrators and assigns the

following options to Brown's Wood, Incorporated, and its successors

and assigns.
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1. If vithin tiree years from the date of the conveyance

the construction of a dwelling house on the land therein conveyed

shall not have been commenced, Brown's Wood, Incorporated, and

its successors and assigns shall have the exclusive right for four

months after the expiration of the said period of three years, and

for such longer period of time as may be necessary for determination

of the value by arbitration as hereinafter provided, to purchase the

land at its then fair market value;

2. If within five years from the date of the conveyance the

construction of a dwelling house on the land therein conveyed shall

not have been completed so as to have become habitable within the

meaning of the appropriate provisions of the by-laws and regulations of

the Town of Lincoln, Massachusetts, Brown's Wood, Incorporation, and

its successors and assigns shall have the exclusive right for four months

after the expiration of the said period of five years and for such longer

period of time as may be necessary for determination of the value by

arbitration, as hereinafter provided, to purchase the land together

with the improvements thereon at the then fair market value of the

land and improvements; provided that if Brown's Wood, Incorporated

does not exercise its option to purchase within the period provided

therefor and the said dwelling house is not completed by subsequent

anniversary dates from the date of conveyance, the said option shall

4-



reviveon each such date for an additional four month period and for

such longer period of time as may be necessary for determination of

the value by arbitration; o

3. If the Grantee or any successor in title should lease,

rent or let in whole or in part the land therein conveyed or any

improvements made thereon, in such a manner that the owner ceases

to be a full time occupant thereof, for periods exceeding twenty-four

months in the aggregate in any period of five years or, in any event,

for a period exceeding*welve consecutive months, Brown's Wood,

Incorporated, and its successors and assigns shall have the exclusive

right to purchase the said land, together with the improvements thereon,

at the fair market value thereof, provided that() e said right is

exercised within four months after mailing to the then owner registered

mail written notice of the intent so to purchase, or(9after such

mailing, the right is exercised within four months after any date which

shall have been agreed upon iritingby the then owner and Brown's

Wood, Incorporated as the date of termination of such leasing, renting

or letting) in either instance the four month period is to be extended

for such longer period of time as may be necessary for determination

of the value by arbitration as hereinafter provided. If Brown's Wood,

-7-
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Incorporated does not exercise its option to purchase within the

period provided therefor, the said option shall revive and be

exercisable in the manner hereinbefore provided whenever another

aggregate period of twelve months of such leasing, renting or letting

occurs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Grantee or any

successor in title in writing requests the permission of Brown's

Wood, Incorporated or of its successors or assigns to lease, rent or

let the same for a specified period of time (the beginning and ending

dates thereof to be specified) not in excess of twenty-four consecutive

months he may so lease, rent or let unless within thirty days after.

receipt of such request Brown's Wood, Incorporated, or its successors

or assigns in writing refuses to grant the request, but any subsequent

such request made within five years after the first such request shall

not be deemed to be granted by such failure of refusal but shall be

granted only by majority vote of the qualified members of Brown's

Wood, Incorporated, or by the affirmative action of its successors or

assigns;

4. If upon the death of the Grantee (or if there be more than

one, upon the death of any of the Grantees), the interest of the deceased

Grantee in the land herein conveyed or any improvements made thereon

does not pass to a spouse or child of such Grantee by survivorship, by
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intestacy or by a will of such Grantee duly admitted to probate,

Brown's Wood, Incorporated, and its successors and assigns, shall

have the exclusive right for a period of four months after the appoint-

ment of the personal representative of the deceased Grantee and for

such longer period of time as may be necessary for determination

of the value by arbitration, as hereinafter provided, to purchase the said

interest in the land together with the improvements thereon ;t the then

fair market value of such interest. In order to effectuate the provisions

of this paragraph, each Grantee whose interest in whole or in part in

the said land or improvements would in the absence of a will duly

executed by the Grantee pass upon his death to a person other than his

J L spouse or children shall covenant to execute a valid will under the terms

of which the said interest is devised to the spouse or children of the

Grantee;

5. The fair market value to be paid upon the purchase under

the exercise of any of the foregoing options shall, unless agreed upon

by the parties, be determined pursuant to Sections 14 through 22 of

Chapter 251 of the General Laws of Massachusetts (Tercentenary Edition),

as amended, by three arbitrators, one to be chosen by the owner or

owners of the land, another to be chosen by Brown's Wood, Incorporated,

or its successors or assigns, each choice to be made within thirty

-9-
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days after receipt of the notice to exercise the option and the third

to be chosen within ten days by those two. In the event that either

party neglects or refuses to name an, arbitrator within the designated

period or in the event that the two selected arbitrators fail to agree

on a third arbitrator within the designated period, the American

Arbitr&tion Association, or in the event of its failure to act, the

Boston Real Estate Board, shall designate the additional arbitrator

or arbitrators. The expenses of arbitration shall be borne equally by

the parties, and the decision of a majority of the arbitrators shall be

Certification

Brown's Wood, Incorporated, for itself and its successors

and assigns will coveniant that if it or they determine not to purchase

real estate pursuant to the said Pre-emption Rights or pursuant to any

of the foregoing Options, it or its successors or assigns will on request

certify in a form acceptable for public recording the fact of such-7)
determination, or, in the said case of request for permission to lease,

rent or let, the fact of failure to refuse such permission, all subject,

however, to the limitations appearing in the paragraphs designated

RAW aand "(4 )in the above Pre-emption Rights, and, further,

will certify the fact, if it be a fact, that the procedure for offering the

-10-
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real estate for sale to it or its successors or assigns has been

complied with; any such certification made by wo officers of Brown's

Wood, Incorporated neither of whom is the proposed seller or buyer)

or the spouse of either, shall bind it and its successors and assigns.

RESTRICTIONS

Each grant of a lot by Brown's Wood, Incorporated, shall

be subject to the following provisions, which are imposed for the

benefit of all the lots shown on the said plan and may be incorporated

into the grant by reference hereto:

(A). No building shall be erected or altered on the said

real estate until the plans and specifications therefor shall have re-

ceived /at a duly held meeting of the members the approval of at least

(ten per cent of the total membership of Brown's Wood, Incorporated;

certification of the fact of such approval shall be given by Brown's

Wood, Incorporated, in a form acceptable for public recording and it

signed by a two of its officers, neither of whom is the proposed seller I
or buyer or the spouse of either shall conclusively bind it and its

successors and assigns;

(B). No mortgage of the said real estate shall be given or

placed unless the intended mortgagee first agrees in writing with

Brown's Wood, Incorporated, or its successors or assigns, that thirty (30)

-11-



days before foreclosing the mortgage or before taking a conveyance

of the said real estate in lieu of foreclosing, it will give to Brown's

Wood, Incorporated, or its successors or assigns, the opportunity

to purchase the mortgage for the amount due thereon;

(C). The Grantee and his successors in title, unless refused

memberhip in Brown'sWood, Incorporated, shall pay any and all

assessments levied by it pursuant to its by-laws provided, however,

that in the event that The Boston Five Cents Savings Bank or any other

bank or lending institution or any assignee of either of them should as

mortgagee or as assignee foreclose any mortgage of the said real estate

or should become the owner of the said real estate it shall be free to

convey the said real estate free frem this Restriction if its purchaser

declines to accept a deed reciting that the conveyance is subject to it;

(D). In the event of default in the performance of any obliga-

tion in any mortgage of the said real estate, Brown's Wood, Incorporated

and its successors and assigns may by agreement with any guardian,

conservator, executor, administrator or other personal representative

of the mortgagor cure such default and take a mortgage of the said

real estate to secure repayment of the cost and expenses of curing

the default.

-12-



RIGHT OF WAIVER

Brown's Wood, Incorporated by the unanimous votes of

its Board of Directors and members may waive any of the within

pre-emption rights, options or restrictions with respect to any lot

or lots shown on the said plan.-

IN WITNESS WHEREOF on this day of

1955, the said Brown's Wood, Incorporated, has caused its corporate

seal to be hereto affixed and this Notice to be executed, acknowledged

and put on public record in its name and behalf by

its and

its therefor duly authorized,

BROWN"S WOOD, INCORPORATED

Attest: By_
Title:

Clerk of Brown's Wood, Incorporated

and
(Corporate seal) Title:

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

SS. 1955

Then personally appeared before me

and and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be

the free act and deed of Brown's Wood, Incorporated.

Notary Public
My commission expires:

-13 -
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NOVEMBER Z MBETING: Report by Helen Healy
Secretary, Brown's Wood

Present: Grases, S. Grover, J. Harris, H. Eckhardt, R. Krokyn,Shansky3, J. Hill, Kramers, A, Van Rennes, P. Loewenstein, Healys,
Novaks, Bert LoeWenbrg.

At this mreting our lawyer, Bert Loewenberg, was present for disa
cussion of the most recent form of the NOTICE OF PRE-JAMPTION
RIGHTS, OPTIONS AND RNSTRICTIONS, dated 11/3/55. The following
points and questions were raised after a reading of the NOTICE.

1) This form Is not actually written out in every deed, but
instead is referred to.

2) Page 4, explanation of itemx 4b (1): if the corporation dem
faults after agreeing to buy, a seller may sue in a court of equity,for fulfillment of the agreement to purchase at the stipulated price;
or he may sell eventually at a lower price, and sue for damages;
the damages equal the difference between the original contraat
price and the actual selling price, minus the $1,000 retainer.
(If the corporation defaults at a $25,000 price and the property
is sold for $24,000 or more, there are no damages to sue for).
Damages must be specifio, ai&not, for instance, loss of income fromhaving to delay a move, or hospital bills incurred pending a move toanother climate.

3) Page 5, explanation of $tem 4b (3): 1It the seller retains
the deposit as liquidated damages he thoreby walves suit for
damages.

4) Page 5, explanation of item 4b (3a): even if the corporationis in default, It still has the "first right to buy" if the pricechanges. If the seller has retained the deposit from tho firstproposition as liquidated damages, he does not have to account forit when ho presents a new proposition, e.g. change of purchase priceand revival of "first right to buy".

5) kage 2, item (1): the reason for "life plus twenty years' Isthat there is an ancient law Against perpetuities; the mazIama timeperiod in legal 4ooumsnts is ife plus timty-one years', and thisleaves a bit of 1eeway.

. 8) Definitions: Prmemptiv. right -gives someone a *first erack"at something, and implies a sequence of rights. An Option is asimple but exclusive right or privilege,



7) pa e 7, Item 3 (b): This section was apparently under-

stood by the lawyers to mean one thing, wheroaa the group wanted

another meaning. The group wanted to way that if, after 3 (a)

had taken place, the owner and the corporation agreed to let the

tenant, for reasons of hardship, remain in occupancy for six

more months or so, and he remained org, then the corporation

could purchase the property; but tha , in the same situatio

the tenancy ended at the agreed time, then the corporation's

right to purchase would end likewise. f Discussion showed that

the lawyers had thought 3(b) was merely a postponement ot the

action of 5 (a). It was felt this section should be rewritten

to make the intent more clear.

8) Page 8, item 4: the essence of this paragraph is to

prohibit an ownerts leaving his land and house to anyone other

than his wife and children (or wife or children). The enforci-

bility of this rule was in doubt, anzit was also possible to

fore see complications if a man had no wife or children. The

purpose, of course, is to prevent the property being willed to

a distant cousin having no interost in Brown's Wood. It was

suggested that changes in phraseology be made to convey the idea

that an owner unable or unwilling to leave the property to wife

or children could direct that his property be sold to the corp-

oration,

9) Page 13, Right of Waiver: this means waiver of rights of

the corporation and is perfectly valid, but must not be confused

with right to change, which is not legal. Some members thought

the right of waiver applied to the entire document, but of course

the corporation cannot waive the "EXemption", or other things

affecting lending institutions. It was agreed that the bankfa

rights should be speoifically exempted by reference to sections.

10) Page 5, under Options. It was suggested that this statement

of intent, perhaps elaborated, would be more impressive at the

beginning of the doCument, and Mr. Loewenberg agreed.

11) A member wondered if the individual members could be held

liable in case of a suit against the corporation. 11r. Loewenberg

explained that the purpose of corporations (which are legally

considered as individuals) is to limit the liability of the members,

so the answer is no.

GENMRAL DISCUSSION:

Q& If the corporation collapses9 are the members still bound

by this document?
A. All these things are significant only while the corporation

exists. (This raised the question of the desirability of

the phrase "Brown's Wood, Inc., and its successors and ass iflis"

which appears inconsistently throughdut the document. 
1 Beit

will consult with W. White on this pointa)



V0Y0 ViI No, 4

Re Will this document affect marketability?
A. Yes. It narrows the market. Only those persons interestedin the group would be interested in buying. It puts a

burden on a buyer and his lawyer because it's a complicateddocument. But it is an enhancement to marketability for anyonewho is interested ixi the groUp.

Q. Do banks care about marketability?
Aw o. At least# they are not pre-occupied with it as theygenerally allow themselves a safe operating margin, and thlyare exempt from these complications anyway.

Q. Isn't it likely that a timid person, who may be prefeoctlyacceptable to the group, may be frightened by this document,while a speculator with a sharp lawyer may see loopholesand take advantage of them?
A* Ye s, this may happen. Walter White is doing some jresearchinto the enforcibility of certain items on which there isdoubt (e.g. item 4, under Options) and should be able toreport his findings next week, (It was also suggested thata condensation of the documet would help any sincerelyintereated person understand its essence and thus mitigate itsawe soma technical appearance. This condensation is in pro.0ess now).

DECISION OF THE GROUP

In view of the fact that 1he final form of the Notice was"not agreed upon at this meeting, as had previously been planned,it was agreed that at the next meet November l0, the groupwould re mve a clause found b es to be definitelyunenfrebe Ay au ndobid be left In, subject tolater waiver# allowed for under Right of Walvor.

Although presumably the final form of the Notice. would beapproved at the next meeting, it was nevertheless AGiWD:that doods b. .su In zk - fop, th -Ae forn of the deed!s tob tt currently ingUse Es reowe$t ead not -Wco* -*ffee.tive untilthe 'usual colsensus requirements were ett -X, 14;

Tliq meatue was then adjourzmd, it being lateAnd th neatmeeting was scheduled for 1ovember 10.

DRAXNAGZ UAPt I have been asked to print the following
correction to a recent publication aboutsanitary drainage;

Soalet Any scale large. enough to measure with an acouracyof plus or minus 2 or 3 ft. (161 to the Ikh suggested)Must show: 1) Location of Pouse
2) Looation of septic tank, which must be at least

40 ft. from the foundationQ

Nov. 7, 1955'
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House site must be staked out on land to make its location
by, Willard easier. Leaching lines should not be shown on chart
or land, since Willard's job consists partTin proper placement
of them, He simply wants to be able to go to the septic tank
site and examine the terrain; presumably he will indicate either
by written report or by drawing on the chart where the leaching
lines should run.

Incidentally, cOss pools are not prohibited in Lincoln, but
Willard is pretty sure our soil will make their use unlikely.
If anyone discovers a layer of good clean gravel under his land,
the cessepool would probably be approved,

SOUND MIGINERING:

Stuart Grover announces that he is available for advice and
consultation on acoustical problems or design In Brown's Wood
homes. Some of the problems which everyone will hav. are:
insulation between rooms, and through floors and doors; absorpas
tion in noisy areas like the kitchen and ohildren's play room;
insulation of noisy devices from the house frme (fans, dish-
washer, tools); quieting of heating ducts and water lines; and
(for hi-ti addicts) optimum design of music liatening rooms.Some acoustical materials and methods are not elpensive at all,if planned for in advance* He ha so meatalogs of materials
available now, and will obtain more if anyome is interestedo

NEW CLERK:

Molly Morgan has resigned as Clerk for Bewa'se Wood, mneor-porated. Gunny Grover agreed to let herself be drafted, which wasdone in a rather informal way at the November &d. meeting. Itwill be made more official on November 10.

ROAD- NAUE:

The results of B&Zlot No. 3 were: Noassin gills +0,Laurel, +22 Mocassin.419S Red Oak, 14 1ax Bill, -1-00ass, 0aArrowhead, -8; Rokridge, -8; 0rown's Wood, .10 Indianand Indian Rook, 14. : The rest of the names were mIe amgat In
score, so we won't even uentioi them. This tIs halt ls Indludedin the acconlpanying Balot No.4.
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Changes in 11 /3 /55 Notice of Pre-emption Rights, Options
and Restrictions

1. Page 1. At end of first paragraph after "8475" add the following:

;(Any reference hereinafter contained to Brown's Wood,

Incorporated to include its successors and assigns where the

context so admits) "

2. Page 1. Next to the lastline. Delete "and Options" and substitute

the following: ", Options and Right of Waiver".

3. Page 2. Third line from bottom. Delete ", or its successors or

assigns

4. Page 3.

5.

6.

Page

Page

3.

3.

Line 4. Same as Item 3.

Line 11.

Line 17.

Same as Item 3,

Same as Item 3.

7. Page 3. Lines 18-19. Same as Item 3.

8. Page 3. Last line, Same as Item 3.

9. Page 4. Lines 6-7. Same as Item 3.

10. 7 age 4. Lines 17 18. Same aa Item 3.

11. Page 5. Next to last line and last line. Delete "and its successors

and assigns



12. Page 5. Line 13. Delete "establish" and substitute "maintain".

13. Page 5. Next to last line after "Incorporated" add the following:

"such options to continue during the period of the life of the

Grantee or if there be more than one, then the lives of all the

Grantees of such lot or the life of the survivor of them (and twenty

years thereafter)",

14. Page 6. Lines 3-4. Same as Item 11.

15. Page 6. Line 13. Change "Incorporation" to "Incorporated".

16. Page 6. Lines 13-14. Same as Item 11.

17. Page 7. Line 9. After "months", add the'following: "and such

owner has not resumed full time occupancy at the time of receipt

of the notice hereinafter referred to",

18. Page 7. Line 10. Same as Item 11.

19. Page 7. Paragraph 3. Delete subparagraph (b) in its entirety from

"after" to "letting", and substitute the following:

"(b) in the event that after such mailing a date for the

termination of such leasing, renting or letting shall have been

agreed upon in writing by the then owner and Brown's Wood

Incorporated and the tenant holds over beyond such date of

termination, such right is exercisd within four months after

such date of termination;"



20. Page 8. Line 2. After "therefor" add the following: "or in the

event the owner had resumed full time occupancy at the time of

receipt of the notice hereinbefore referred to,

21. Page 8. Line 7. Same as Item 3.

22. Page 8. Lines 11-12. Same as Item 3.

23. Page 9. Line 2. Same as Item 11.

24. Page 9. Line 14. After "Grantee", add the following: "provided

that in the case of a Grantee without spouse or children, his will

shall direct his executor to sell the said interest to Brown's Wood,

Incorporated at its then fair market value determined as aforesaid;"

25. Page 10.

26. Page 10.

27. Page 11.

28. Page 11.

spouse of

Lines 11-12. Same as Item 11.

Line 14. Same as Item 3.

Line 1. Same as Item 3.

Lines 15-16. Delete "proposed seller or buyer or the

either " and qubstitute the following: "owner or his spouse,"

29. Page 12. Line 3. Same as Item 3.

30. Page 12. Line 16. Same as Item 11.



31. Page 13. Line 4. After "plan" add the following: ". provided

that the provisions contained in Restriction (C) shall not be

waived as to any lot or lots without the consent of the bank or

lending institution, or assignee of either, holding a mortgage on

the said lot or lots.

32. Page 11. Line 8. After "hereto" add the following: "each such

provision to continue during the period of the life of the Grantee

of such lot (or if there be more than one Grantee, then the lives

of all the Grantees of such lot or the life of the survivor of them)

and twenty years thereafter:"

N
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NOTICE OF PR1.E-PTION RIGHTS1 OPTIONS
AND RESTRICTIONS

BROWN'S WOOD, INCORPORATED, a corporporation organized
under the laws of the Comonwealth of Massachusetts, particularlyunder Chapter 180 of the General Laws, and having a usual officein the City of Boston in the County of Suffolk in the saidCommonwealth, and being the owner (except as to any portionheretofore conveyed by it) of the land in the Town of Lincolnin the County of Middlesex in the said Commonwealth which wasconveyed to it by R. Langdon Wales by deed dated July 7, 1954,recorded with Middlesex South Registry of Deeds in Book 8284 atpage 356, and is shown on a plan entitled "Plan Showing Subdivisionof Land in Lincoln, Mass, owned by Brown's Wood, Incorporated"by Ranulf W. Gras, dated February 8, 1955, recorded with the saidRegistry of Deeds at the end of book 8475; (Any referencehereinafter contained to Brown's Wood, Incorporated to includeits successors and assigns where the context so admits)

HEREBY GIVES NOTICE () that by unanimous vote of its Boardof Directors and members it haimiUpoed upon the said land thePre-emption Rights, Options and Restrictions which are hereinafterset forth, and, by reference hereto, shall be incorporated intoeach conveyance by it of any lot shown on the said plan and(2) that by the said votes it is provided that, notwithstandingThe proVisions of the said Pre-memption Rights, Options and Rightof Waiver, in the event that any bank or lending institution orany assignee of either of them should as mortgages or as assigneeforeclose any mortgage of premises conveyed by such conveyance orshould become the owner of such premises it shall be free to con-vey the premises free from the said Pre-emption Rights and Optionsif its purchaser declines to accept a deed reciting that the con-veyance is subject to them;
The said Pre-emption Rights, Options and Restrictions beingthe following:

PRE&.iPTION RIGHTS

As further consideration for a conveyance by Brown's Wood,Incorporated, of any lot of its land, each Grantee thereof shallcovenant as follows for himself and his suocessors in title,heirs, executors, administrators and assigns
(1) That, if during the period of the life of theGrantee (or if there be more than one, then the lives of all theGrantees of such lot or the life of the survivor of them) andtwenty years thereafter the Grantee (or, the Grantees) or any ofsuch successors in title, heirs, executors, administrators orassigns should desire or become willing to sell the said lot,whether or not it then be iqproved, Brown's Wood, Incorporatedshall have the first ri t to bui the same unless the intendedsale is to a spouse or child or chjldren of the then owner;



(i) That, in ordar to make possible the exercise of
such right, the said real estate, when such desire or willingness
arises, will forthwith in writing bo offered for sale to Brown's
Wood, Incorporated&for the sane price at which and on the same
terms and conditions upon which there is the desire or willingness
to sell the said real estate to any bona fide prospective purchaser;
the bona fides of the prospective purchaser shall have been made
manifest by his depositing with the prospective seller the sum
of one thousand dollars (flOOQ) or a sum of money equal to five
per cent (5%) of the prospective price, whichever is the greater;
in the event that (a) Brown's Wood, Incorporated elects not to buy
the said real estate and (b) the prospective seller can give title
to the prospective purchaser as agreed between them and (a) the
prospective purchaser fails to buy the real estate within the four-
months period hereinafter provided, the prospective seller will
forthwith after such period pay over the said sum to Brown's Wood,
Incorporated;

(3) That Brown's Wood, Incorporated shall have the rigt,
by election. to buy the said real estate at the said price and upon
the said terms and conditions provided that *ithin twenty-one days
after receipt of such written offer enter into a written agree-
ment to do so within forty-five days after the date of such written
agreement and deposits with the seller the sum of one thousand
dollars ($1,000) or a sum of money equal to five per cent (5%) of
the prospective price, whicher is the greater; '

(4a) That, if Brown s Wood, Incorporated does not enter
into such agreement within vtwenty-one days after receipt of such
offer, the prospec tive seller may at any time during the next
succeeding period of three months and one week sell the said real
estate to the said prospective purchaser at the said price and upon
the said terms and conditions. The said "first right to buy" shall
revive; (a) if during the said period of three months and one week
the prospective seller proposes to change the said price, terms,
conditions or the identity of the prospective purchaser; or (b) if
the said real estate is not so sold by the expiration of the said
period of three months and one week;

(4b) That if Brown's Wood, Incorporated having entered
into such agreement defaults in the performance of the same, theprospective seller raay (1) have recourse to any legal or equitable
remedy, or (2) during the next four months following the said
Corporation's default sell the said real estate to any purchaser ata price not less than that provided and upon the same termsand con-
ditions as are contained in the said agreement (in which event the
deposit made by the said Corporation shall be returned to it), or
(3) retain the said deposit as liquidated damages for its breach ofthe said agreement, Such "first right to buy" shall revive, however,
(a) if during the four-month period the prospective seller proposesto reduce the purchase price or make any of the other terms orconditions more favorable to a buyer, or (b) if the said real estateis not sold pursuant to clause (2) hereof by the expiration of the
said period.

4.



OPTIONS

In recognition of the corporate purposes of Brown's \ood,
Incorporated, particularly the purpose to promoto the civio,
educational and economic betterment and welfare of its community,
and in recognition of its ultimate aim as expressed in its
by-laws to maintain a neighborhood of congenial home-ownnig
families, and as further consideration for the conveyance, each
GPOEM . of a lot conveyed to him by Brown's Wood, Incorporated,
shall grant for himself and his successors in title, heirs,
executors, administrators and assigns the following options to
Brown's Wood, Incorporated, such options to continue during the
period of the life of the Grantee or if there be more than one,
then the lives of all the Grantees of such lot or the life of the
survivor of them (and twenty years thereafter).

1. If within thre .ears. from the date of conveyance the
construction of a dwfi se on the land therein conveyed
shall not have been commenoed, Brown's Wood, Incorporated shall
have the exclusive right for four months after the expiration of
the said period of three years, and for such longer period of time
as may be necessary for determination of the value by arbitration
as hereinafter provided, to purchase the land at its then fair
market value;

2. Ir within fivey2ears from the date of the conveyance
the construction or a dwellng house on the land therein con-
veyed shall not have been oompleted so as to have become habitable
within the meaning of the appropriate provisions of the by-laws and
regulations of the Town of Lincoln, Massachusetts, Brown's Wood,
Incorporated shall have the exclusive right for four months after
the expiration of the .said period of five years and for such longer
time as may be necessary for determination of the value by arbi-
tration, as hereinafter provided, to purchase the land together
with the improvements thereon at the then fair market value of
the land and improvements; provided that if Brown's Wood,
Incorporated does not exercise its option to purchase within the
period provided therefor and the said dwelling house is not com-
pleted by subsequent anniversary dates from the date of conveyance,
the said option shall revive on each such date for an additional
four month period and for suob longer period of time as may be
necessary for determination oX the value by arbitration;

3. If the Grantee or any successor in title should lease,
rent or let in whole or in part the land therein conveyed or any

p-rovements made thereon, in such a manner that the owner ceases
to be a full time occupant thereof;l for periods exceeding twenty-
four months in the aggregate in any period of five years, or, in
any event, for a period exceeding twelve cosecutive months, and
such leasing, renting or letting continues more than forty-five
days after the receipt of the notice hereinafter referred to,



Brown's Wood, Incorporated shall have the exclusive right to pur-
chase the said land, together with the improvements thereon, at
the fair market value thereof, provided that (a) the said right
is exercised within four months after mailing to the then owner
remistered mail written notice of the intent so to purchase, or
(bJ in the event that after such mailing a date for the terminatlon
of such leasing, renting or letting shall have been agreed upon in
writing by the then owner and Brown's Wood, Incorporated and the
tenant holds over beyond such date of termination, such right is
exercised within four months after such date of termination; in
either instance the four mohths period is to be extended for such
longer period of time as may be necessary for determination of the
value by arbitration as hereinafter provided. If Brown's Wood,
Incorporated does not exercise its option to purchase within the
period provdied therefor, or in the event such leasing, renting or
letting had not terminated. vdtin; forty-five days after receipt of
the notice hereinbefore rfeared to, the said option shall revive
and be exercisable ini the nannei% hereinbefore provided whenever
another aggrgate period of,.twlve months of such leasing, renting
or letting occurs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Grantee
or any successor in title in writing requests the permission of
Brown's Wood, Incorporated to lease, rent or let the same for a
specified period of time (the beginning and ending dates thereof
to be specified) not in excess of twenty-four consecutive months
he may so lease, rent or let unless within thirty days after
receipt of such request Brown's Wood, Incoporated in writing
refuses to grant the request, but any subsequent such request made
within five years after the first such request shall not be deemed
to be granted by such failure of refusal but shall be granted only
by majority vote of the qualified members of Brown's Wood, Incor-
porated, or by the affirmative action of its successors or
assigns;

4. If upon the death of the Grantee (or if there be more
than one, upon the death of any of the Grantees), the interest of
the deceased Grantee in the land herein conveyed or any improvements
made thereon does not pass to a spouse or child of such Grantee
(or trust for the benefit of either of them) by survivorship, by
intestacy or by a will of such Grantee duly admitted to probate, orin the event that such interest does not pass to any other natural
person or persons named a devisee or devisees in such a will,
Brown's Wood, Incorporated-lshall have the exclusive right for a
period of four monthe after the4 q.ppiJOMiaent of the personal repre-
sentative of the deceased Grahtee-and for such longer period of tine
as may be necessary for determination of value by arbitration, as
hereinafter provided, to purchase the said interest in the land
together with the improvements thereon at the then fair market value
of such interest. In order to effectuate the provisions of this
paragraph, each Grantee whose interost in whole or in part in the
said land or improvements would in the absenco of a will duly
executed by the Grantee pass upon his death to a person other than
his spouse or children shall covenant to execute a valid will under

-4-



the terrms of which the said interest is devised to his spouse or
children or any other natural person or persons designated by him(or trust for the benefit of either or any of them), provided thatin the case of a Grantee without spouse or children, his iwill shall
devise the said interest to a natural person or persons or shall
direct his executor to offer to sell the said interest to Brown's
Wood, Incorporated at its then fair market value determined asaforesaid* the provisions of this paragraph shall be binding uponany successor in title to a deceased Grantee for a period of twentyyears after the death of the survivor of the original Grantees, ifthere be more than one;

The fair market value to be paid upon the purchase under theexercs T or-any or th ?oregoing options shall, unless agreed uponby the parties, be determined pursuant to Sections 14 through 22 ofChapter 251 of the General Laws of Massachusetts (Tercentenary
Edition), as amended, by three arbitrators, one to be chosen by theowner or owners of the land, another to be chosen by Brown's Wood,Incorporated, each choice to be made within thirty days afterreceipt of the notice to exercise the option and the third to bechosen within ten days by those two. In the event that either partyneglects or refuses to name an arbitrator within the designated
period or in the event that the two selected arbitrators fail t"agree on a third arbitrator within the designated period, the
American Arbitration Association, or in the even of its failure toact, the Boston Real Estate Board, shall desigiate the additionalarbitrator or arbitrators# The expenses of -;atbitration shall beborne equally by the parties, and the decision of a majority ofthe arbitrators shall be binding.

Certification

Brown's Wood, Incorporated will covenant that if it determinesnot to purchase real estate pursuant to the said Pre-enption Rightsor pursuant to any of the foregoing Options, It will on requestcertify in a form acceptable for public recording the fact of suchdetermination, or, in the said case of request for permission tolease, rent or let, the fact of failure to refuse such permission,all subject, however, to the limitations appearing in the paragraphsdesignated "(4a)" and "(4b)" in the above Pre-emption fights, and,further, will certify the fact, if it be a fact, that the procedurefor offering thereal estate for sale to it has been complied with;any such certification made by two officers of Brown's Wood,Incorporated, neither of whom is the proposed seller or buyer or thespouse of either, shall bind it.

RESTRICTIONS

Each grant of a lot by Brown' s Wood, Incorporated, shallbe subject to the following provisions, which are imposed for thebenefit of all the lots shown on the said plan and may be incor-porated into the grant by reference heretoeaoh such provision



to continuo during the period of the life of the Grantee ofsuch
lot (or if there be more than one Grantee, then the lives of all
the Grantees of such lot or the life of the survivor of them) and
twenty years thereafter:

(A). No building shall be erected or altered on the said
real estate until the plans and specifications therefor shall
have received at a duly held meeting of the members the approval
of at least ten per cent of the total membership of Brown's Wood,
Incorporated; certification of the fact of such approval shall
bd given by Brown's Wood, Incorporated, in a form acceptable for
public recording and if signed by any two of its officers, neither
of whom is the owner or his spouse, shall conclusively bind it.

(B) No mortgage of the said real estate shall be given or
placed unless the intended mortgage first agrees in writing with
Brown's Wood, Incorporated,'i t "thirty (30 ) days before fore-
closing the nortgag'- or beforetak5.ng a conveyance of the said realestate in lieu o :foreclosinr jit will give to Brown's Wood,Incorporated, the opportuit o purchase the mortgage for the
amount due thereon;

(C) The Grantee and his successors in title, unless refused
membership in Brown's Wood, Incorporated, shall pay any and all
assessments levied by it pursuant to its by-laws provided,
however, that in the event that any bank or lending institution
or any assignee of either of them should as mortgagee or as
assignee foreclose any mortgage 'of the said real estate or should
become the owner of the said real estate it shall be free to convey
the said real estate free from this Restriction if its purchaser
declines to accept a deed reciting that the conveyance is subject
to it;

(D) In the event of default in the performance of any obli-
gation in any mortgage of the said real estate, Brown's Wood, Incor
porated may by agreement with any guardian, conservator, executor,
administrator or other personal representative of the mortgagorcure such default and take a mortgage of the said real estate to
secure repayment of the cost and expenses of curing the default,

RIGHT OF WAIVER

Brown's Wood, Incorporated by the unanimous votes of its
Board of Director and member s may waive any of the within pro-
emption rights, options or restrictions with respect to any lot or
lots shown on the said plan, provided that the provisions con-tained in Restrictions (A) and (C) shall not be waived as to anylot or lots without the consent of the bank or lending institution,or assignee of either, holding a mortgage on the said lot or lots.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF on this day of , 1955,
the said Brown's Wood, Incrporated, hbs caused its corporate seal
to be hereto affixed and this Notice to be executed, acknowledged

*%6ft



and~ puti w publi~. c re d inits name and behalf by
its and
its therefor duly auhor

BROWN'S WOOD, TnCORPURATED

By
Attest: Title:

Clerk oir Brown's Wood, Ineorporated

and
-Title:s

(Corporate Seal)

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

9SSO

Then personally 'appeared before me
and and acknowlddgedthe foregoi
instrumenT to e e e'ao and deed of Brown's Wood, Incorpor-
ated.

Notary kPublio

My oormmission expires:

-7m,

Lzed.

,1955
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Gi Noticc has ben riven by telephone of thw ra
m..ting, to be held Thursdays, NO1va ber l7 Qi

Grov r H . Auburndale, at 8:00 PM. House plani and spec
~ill b pr~esente d by matabers for approval, and mrober hip
p ie rtions wILL be considered (there has not been time at t

oth r reotings for this important business, and the patience
of the applicants should be much appreciated).

1,11WBER 10, ETINGs Report by Gunny Grove
Clerk, Brown's Wood

Present: H. Eckhardt, D. Freeman, Grases, Grovers, J. Harris,
R, Morgan, N. Novak, N. Polumbau, D. Shansky and Ae Swanson;
a total of ten families were represented.

Notice: This meeting was primarily concerned with changes In
Vti last draft of the pre--emption rights, options and restrio-
tions. The revisions were distributed and each point read
alowd, fcllowed by discussion. (The revisior's, th. product of
the Ncvomber Z meeting, are sent herewith to those who did not
attend the rieting). By way of prefacory remarks, Ranny
reported tht the lawyers are confident that everything in the
Pre-emption Rights is unquestionably legal and enforcible. In
the Opt ion Agreement, they had sone doubts about tho "wi11Ting"
Claus. (This was changed by agreement of the group presen,
See below) Bert Loewenberg will prepare a letter to 1he Corp ,
On thOSe points.

Since everyone will have his copy of "changes in 1L3 5
Notic,% only fuZther changes need be reported here. The first
alteration of the corrected copy came in iten 17 (page 7, lIn P
of the original): It was felt this clause should read "and such
tenancy still exists 45 days after the time of receipt of the
notice......" It is our intent here to prevent property from
being used as a rental invostment; we do not intend to force
the owner to ta In the place against his better interests.

Item 20 p. a71. 2 in the original) i change to "or in
the event the owner had not teiuinated such renting within 45
days after the time of receipt .... ". (Saxe reason as above).

Item 24 (p. 9. 1. 14 in original): "provided that in the
case of a grant.. without spouse or children or specified persons,
his will shall direct his executor to offer to sell the saidinternst .... ", Discussion within the group led to this cormpromise to allow property to be willed to the parson of our ownchoice. If a person does not specify his heir, it will be
offered by probate to BW. The original wording was improper
sinoo the executor cannot s4 to BWI unless. BWI elects to buy.,
Before correction, this polhtnof limited bequoathal rights was
weak in its lack of precedent In the courts. Accordingly,
the phrase "spouse or child of the Grantee or person specified
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by t " l appear wherever needed in the paragraph
subh t I t l y. r approval.

Item 31 (po 13, 1. 4 in original):"provided that the pro
visions contained in Restrictions A and C shall not be
(Reaon for this change is obvious).

It was then L 1 to ratify this document aubject to tte

er e s: ci of his neeting.

Clerk: Ai2D: Th;t cunny Grover be the duly authorized Clerk
c77 7 WO3d In orforotd, 1or the ronainder of the current

busin-e o ar.

Led a Ranny reported that the ledge has been measured to be
a ou 92 yards, plus another boulder, making a total of about
100 ydso

Co of ,ist Certificates of Indebtedness must be returned when
deeds are issued. New eortifioates are needed, but

of indefinite amount because of additional costs. A simple
receipt form will be prepared , stating the amount of each
C. of Io, and this may suffice until lot prices are absolute
and refunds can be given*

Road Ballot: November 24 is terminus date for receipt of road
name ballots.

Insurance : The McNeil Insurance Co . wants to do business with
morbers needing building insurance.

z There is still some topo work to be done. Owners of Lots
12, 13 and 14 cannot get far with house plans until their

topos are finished, 15 and 16 are couplet.

Common Land: Development of this plan should continue even if no
actual work goes on. Approval was given to dump fill

on the common land, and Stuart Grover suggested a means of using
it to best advantage on Lot 6. The Contractor will be so notifiede

Road Bounds: Early builders should obtain a bond to cover the cost
of 38 bounds, estimated at about $15 each* Le

Willard says building permits can be issued if we are bonded to
cover these bounds.

Next Maetnm: To approve house plans as specified in Restriction
A, by 10% of the members "at a duly held meeting"*

It was suggested that an approval form be drawn up imediately
to facilitate certification and mortgages. Stuart Grover
volunteered to look into architectural restriction forms. Bring
your house plans, site plans, and -at least outline specifications,

*



LAST _ON NOTICE: No other members of the Legal
Conmittee being available, Ranny

went alone to the lawyer's office on Tuesday and reported the
results of the November 10 meeting, The proposed changes, where
proper, were incorporated, and we send herewith the complete final
draft, correct except for typing errors of which there are several,
all minor, I hope.

The propo sod change in the "willing" clause removed all
doubt as to the enforcibility of that section of the Notice. The
wording suggested at the meeting was somewhat modified. "Natural
person or persons" emphasizes that it cannot be a person as a
representative of an organization, but only a person as a persono

Item 19, (substitution for paragraph 3, page 7 of the
original) which had caused much discussion in the November 10
meeting because of its murkiness, was sustained by Bert as being
unmistakably clear,

As readers will notice, the Boston Five Cents Savings Bank
no longer receives free advertising through inclusion in our
Notice.

In conclusion, Mr. Loewenberg seemed quite satisfied by the
document, and commented that he had been most impressed at the
November 3 meeting by the members' perspicacity, and the way they
"knew what they wanted, and wont after it*.

pyHealys: Last Thursday, November 10, Helen didn't feel like
coming to the meeting, so she want to the hospitalinstead (Ed took her during his lunch hour). In practically no

time there was Beth, a husky 7 lbs. plus, even if she was a little
early in arriving. So far, both parents seem to behave as if thoyc cbeen through the experience at least a dozen times before, Guessthe rest of us will have to do the celebratingi

A Nwamil: has become interested in Brovm's Wood: George and
Caroline Friebertshauser, their eight year old sonand a daughter aged six, named Bryn* And a cat, too (namedMidnight).

VOTJV VI:Lr



Ranulf W. Gras
471 Conant Rd.

Weston, Mass,
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Novbor 22, 1955

ETING OF NOVEBER 1': Report by Gunny Grovor
Clerk, Brown's Wood

Present: iI. Eckhardt, D. Freeman, R. Daly, Grases, Grovers,Krauers, Iorgans, T. Polumbaum, and Shanskys; all toldnine filies were represented. Also Wayne MoRae and George &ndCaroline ?riebertshauser were present as interested faailies,
Bills: A bill from Flannery for $900 was reported. This ooveredall blasting to date, and if any iore is required U willbe very little. Flamnry wants payront for water before thewater taps %Ar in, since the water tape oanot properly be putin until the drainage Is finished. It was proposed that p qyentrer water (loss taps) should be made if it would facilitate actioaeEarly builders will need water for concrete mixing and fire pro-tection.

Telephone: A member talked with Wr. Consilvio of Bell Tell aW headvised contacting the local business office of theTel. Co. to start needling them for pole installations. Earlybuilders (and others particularly coeorned) should identifytheir driveway positions to avoid mistakes by the Telephone Co.
House Plans, with informal explanations, were presented by theEckhardt, freeman, Grover and Morgan families, TheKramer fanily had inoonploto plans which wre not up for approval.The above plans were approlr4 by the eumbership present. Methodsof registering the plans and wording the oertiftcates were disecussed. It was su-voestod that we need an extra oopy of everyone'splans in a special il with the date of approval. This agreementneeds to be worded so that interior ohanges *an be made withoutbother. (The oorpofation generally is interested only in the outoside of the structure) .oe sppi'oal granted Novomber 17 will befiled on a form suitable for ' b10i record, according to lawyers,containing the authoarsing sfgnatures of corporation officers.Certification of these approvals will be made for attachnent todeeds.

Buildi erionce In the course of house plan discussion itwas sggested that early builders shouldex pose their progress and rppord their proceedings for the benefitof later builders. Their misakee (if any ED.) should be ofespecial use for latyr consttiuction. A 0ewsletter report was sug-wgested but nobody jumped intp the job. (r.T. would be happy topublish anything anybody will tell in person or in writing. Y.T.)



Meeting Timse: The question of tiilo of neeting was brought up
; ain. Some confusion on whost taking care of

settling the quiso tion. G. Daly was named by some, the Road Naie
Conritt e by others. (It has since been suggested that the next
meoting s inply be set by tho Ieeo. Co ittes for any day other
tha.n Thursd, and ses if anyone obJects).

Rod Boun d 3ond: Erly builders were again reminded to look into
banding of road bounds, Some members thought the

issue coud safely slide, to be picked up at the last moment if
PUT.", il ca led attention to it. No'docision was reached,

~ic tion : Th eting was then opened to a discussion of
ahe QL licationir,-EisfomteHeas

Japqeg.l Le fm.& #hth Lama
First there o o zeasoas for approval or

-1,Po'a and on .etrber roferred back to The Consensus for
ideas ou the sane problem. discovoring iatte "same

di £ering opinions existed then as now. It was suggested that
o not noni have the same "yardstiak" -for judgment (of a favdly)

on the positive side without affsponsor", sinoe there has not been
the same oppozftunity that early applicants had to become known by
actially taking part in group activities. A suggestion cane
forth that the members should estimate a family's oompatibility
and ability to contribute to the group. We should bear in mind
the part each famil.y plays in consensus proceedings, Their quali- 9
tios are of forenost importance.s One member said he felt self-
soreening wags not as much to be trusted now as bqfore. The position
of the group is quito different now that we are on a paying basis
contrasted vith the beginning when there was some risk, and no
spooific lots or prices. From the opposite side came confidence
that if a ptraon has been well exposed to the group and its aiis,
Qnough to dri4dastand them, and still wants. to joins he must be
sincere and compatible. .'Another view wa4 that there ghould be

Pone oSit vc f eling towards an applicant on the part of at leaat
On) T- cbor, t an absonce of objetion was. not sufficient.
The b'iof discussion on specifi, a latibno did nt reach any
decisionls nar conclusions, though re was some indication that itwould help i f main-bers could got to know the Ppplicants better.
Of particuilar coneern was th. fact that only half the member famila
ie wnr even rpresented.

The decision was therofor put off until the next meetin&,
which w11 doubtles be devoted entiroly to consideration of
applications, and which we hope can lbe'attended by a larger par-mconta rr of the group. Members will be notified (rell in dvance)j
of tho date of said nmooting.

ROAD NAIL BALLOTS ARS DUE NOVk13R 24.



A TESTIMONIAL

Ove or busy plans falls a deep sorrow as we
la n the Ths of one who once, with us, formed and

S ha s e planse November 17, after a long
illne s s o17 hich none of us knew the seriousness,
de 1h cno to Bob Burgher.

5Choso who knew Bob and Libby, and were thus their
friends, will not wish to read eulogies, preferring to
remember lob in their own way. But it seems fitting
that som words be added to the record, recognizing
hj3 vital contribution to the growth and life of
Browna's Wood.

In early meetings, it was Bob who could make our
ideals look practical, He was the most eloquent defen-
der of our aspiring by*-laws and the spirit of consensus.
While gifted with a most unlayman-wlike grasp of legal
matters, he could understand where the rest of-us not
difficulty; he could explain anything.

With Bob, if something was worth doing, it was worth
doing at once - and thoroughly0 We recall a meeting of

t s.; 1 c rmAtte: Bob walked in, looking sleepy, and
staTng "' did a littl thinking about these By-laws last
night, and jotted down a few notes". Ho then hnded us

t -pa, mnuscript; that first daft was surprisingly
r the final By-Laws. No one could match the xeal

pith which he an d Libby surveyed, contacted Linooln offi-
ials, neighbor ; and land-owners, wrote letters. i.rhaps

their greatest effort went into the subdivision planning,
whers thsy pinred much of the thinking that wont into
the inal sution, They worked for integration, spacious
lots, acoss to cor~non land, a balance of aesthetics and
economy.

When th y felt something was right, Bob and Libby
threw thanselves into it corpletoly; and they felt that
what ras right could not be compronised. !It was ironto
that this unwillingness to compromise conflicted with the
ideal of consensus, in which they held such firn belief.
To personally concede what sonetiraes had to bo conceded
seeried like a denial of their own sense of rightness.

The strain of this conflict led Bob and Libby to
resign their rembership. The announcement was a shook
to everyone, for their activities in the group had contin-
ued unabated to the very day of decision.

* Since they left Brown's Wood, Bob and Libby have beon
ornonbored often, as members and as friends, Now, in our

remembrance, sorrow must be mingled with the gratitud0 we
fool for the contributions they left behind.
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I q,56
November 31
Weston

Dear Ruth And Lang

Ranny's gone to a BW meeting while I keep my lusty cold
germs at home. Seems like a fine time to answer all your cor-
respondence. We DO appreciate it all, too. As must other re-
cipients, I re-read each missive several times, probing for
more clues of disenchantrent with the life out West. I worry
about the "year - or so" it will take you to decide your fate.
There seems a resemblance to the tomorrow with which I stave off
Gerry's pleading for impossible delights. Perhaps we could get
Bert to draw up a contract holding you to your promise. True,
we already have a contract limiting your dilly-dallying to three
years - or so - but if you wait that long, you are most likely
to decide the wrong way.

Well, anyway, thanks for the letters. It is good to hear
from you, as you are much missed, and good to know your interest
in BW is holding up. I was touched by Ruth's thanks for the
"testimonial", which I must confess troubled me much in the
writing. My true personal feelings were far too emotional to
put down.

The meeting to-night was supposed to deal only with the
three membership applications, but the agenda at 7:40 included
some twelve vital items, riost concerned with the deeds and
bonds and payments necessary to get the early builders (and
particularly the Freemans) started next week on c-o-nis-t-r-u-c-
t-i-o-n. So maybe the ppor applicants will have to cool their
heels another week. - Ruth Kramer tells me you cannot take
part in consideration of applicants because you know nothing of
them. Fair enough, and of course you realise that you cannot be
told much because whatever anyone writes about any applicant will
be biased. Espedially what I write. I can explain the Hill di-
lemna, if npbody else has, sTnce that is not a personal thing.
Jacques Hill is a real good guy with a lot of hard luck. When
his only child proved to be a victim#' of cerebral palsy, though
not seriously handicapped by it, Jacques' wife went into a mental
decline and has since been diagnosed as a hopeless schizophrenic,
hopeless because she won't co-operate. She has spent considerable
time in institutions. The most acute part of her illness seems to
be a hatred for Jacques, and she has requested a divorce for
about two years. Jacques had hopes of things working out, but
now he has given up and decided to let her have it. Meanwhile,
he has done everything he could to give his four-year old son a
happy life, and now he wants to live in a community where the
child will find understanding friends and playmates. Jacques
plans to remarry (nobody in mind) but does not want to wait
until then to build his home. - Questions still unanswered
are, exactly what is the status, if any, of divorce proceedings,
and also, is or is not Brown's Wood a coinmunity intended for



complete families with the maximum possible degree of stability;
there are of course other aspects but they are minor. It is
a delicate situation and one which nobody really wants to make
a decision on. I haven't been able to decide on this matter
myself; Jacques and his son would, I feel, contribute much of
human values to the community; on the other hand, there could
be legal complications which would by the very difficulty wipe
out the benefits both to the group and to the family. If the
wife were to temporarily regain her sanity,.(she is not now in
an institution) the complications might be more than legal.
An added note of awkwardness is that Jacques is a good and long-
term friend of Homer Eckhardt, so the discussion cannot be quite
as frank as it might be otherwise.

Well, to approach a more cheery subject, the road is pro-
gressing - not fast enough for some, but at least it's not re-tro-
gressing, as did Tabor Hill Gorge. Actually, at this point the
BW layout looks like a demonstration model of how roads are built.
There is one section in every conceivable stage of development
beyond that of grubbing, and before that of gravelling. Most of
the pipe has been trenched, layed, hand-covered and back-filled,
but some has not been layed, some lies shivering under a scanty
blanket of clay and pebbles, and one stretch has actually been
connected with the Town Main. The drainage trench has been dug
from Conant Rd. to the intersection (no gravel yet). At our
end of the pike there are heaps of sharp-chipped rock testifying
to the $900 worth of dynamite. The Flannery's are behind the
time, and they admit it, but quite a lot was beyond their control.
I.E., they can't even get the hydrants for six days yet. To
ease the pressure on their necks, and the worries in members'
minds, Bud offered to keep the road passable for early builders,
by backfilling or bridging any trenches still extant when house
construction begins. I suspect they are planning to take advantage
of the offer. , (Of course, the number of "early builders" dwindles
by the week. I lost track last fortnight).

The road-building crew are quite a bunch. I don't see much
of them but Ranny tells me a lot. John J. hardly ever comes around
,I suppose he's kooking up other jobs. Bud is almost always there.
He's a'skillful jack-of-all-trades, but no whiz at getting the
men to work hard, long and happily. His brother Jack is a young kid
who turned down a chance at college and spends half his time com-
plainigg about the weather or the delays or something. They both
did most of the back-hoe work. Then there's Al, who seems a real
breasure, he's comp6tent and friendly and can get the others to
work like anything. (He's the one who pushed over the first stumps
with the dozer). Frank is an old guy who means well, and Swanee
is the kid (looks sixteen) who says nothing and acts dumb but
can do anything with machinery. Of course there's Clem, who
perhaps means best of all, but has caused many a head-shake. Bud
calls him Clem Kadiddlehoffer or however you pronounce it. (Not
to his face).

A somewhat typical afternoon occurred on a recent Saturday.
They were going to tap the town main. Of course the digging for
the main couldn't be done with a hoe or shovel, for fear of



smashing the main. So they started hand-digging, a good twelve
feet from the road edge. They got deep enough, and moved towards
the road centre (Weston Rd., of course) and moved and dug, and
moved and dug. It occurred to Ranny there might be no main after
all, and he was assured that some people do install dummy hydrants
to get lower insurance rates! A dousing-rod was produced but
gave the w1ilder no sure signs, so the digging continued. Gilbert
of course was around shouting encouragement. Eventually the dig-
gers hit pay dirt in the centre of Weston Rd., and fortunately
had met with the centre of a pipe section rather than a joint.
They then produced their miscellaneous gear for tapping, including
the gate or valve or whatever. Mr. Gilbert said no, that wouldn't
do. The handle turned the wrong way. All Lincoln handles turn the
other way. The water dept. men would try to turn the valve in the
manner to which they were accustomed, would fail, and would break
the thing off trying. It was suggested the handle be labelled.
Gilbert Implied that for what Lincoln pays its employees you can't
expect 'em to read, too. Another gate was procured, Heaven knows
where. Apparently the tapping went unhitched (or, without a hitch),
but it was getting late and dark and there was the chasm yawning
halfway across Weston Rd. Hand-covering the pipe would take a
while, but hand-filling the trench would take till midnight. The

aCt- ,as out of commission. The only thing to do was bring
down the*buc e-dozer using it to fill the trench and stationing
men in the trench to bat the biggest rocks sideways, so they wouldn't
fall~on the precious pipe. Of course they were short-handed.
So Ranny.helped out, and his relief was as great as anyone's when
Al showed up to help. Al had gotten back to "headquarters" and
found the crew still out, so he decided something must be wrong and
care all the way over. Rousing cheers. The job was finished in
darkness.

Somewhere in the afternoon one of the en ho had been swarming
over the F.R.F. house with saws and hammers meandered over to the
road crew. Tie was as sloppy and ragged as any of the workten.
Ranny asked him what Hunsaker wa .biu to the house. Turned out
ragged workman was Hunsaker. Very friendly. Took some BW stones
for a fireplace. It will be pleasant to-have a nice neijhor over
there.

Maybe you haven't heard the Wlledy's are leaving. Ted
Polunhbaum has a client who employed Mrs. Mulledy, and she had many
a chat with Ted about the neighbors. Apparently they aren't leaving
because of Brown's Wood, and apparently they aren't taking Whitney
and Bronson with them. The Whitneys, says Yrs. Mulledy, are hanging
onto a big secret for dear life. They have a very wet basement, and
when sonebody builds a house on Lot 15 and starts living in it, the
Whitneys plan to call the Bd. of Health and say "See what those nasty
people up there are doing to dur basements" Time will tell the
veracity of this little whopper. Anyway, the awesome thought of
the Whitney's "problem" helped convince the Polumbaums they would
be happier on Lot 16. 15 is now being eyed covetously by the Krokyns,
who after all helped the Morgans consider it over a year ago, when
it was not a lot but a site. Howver, the Krokyns are the last on
the list, and have really resigned themselves to taking the leavings.
For an architect to say that the other things in the community are
more important than his having a good site for his own house, that
is really something.



I do rant on. Fortunately, I don't write very often.

The children are thriving generally and sick specifically,
meaning this week they all have colds. Strange how they all
react differently. Robn has a martyred type of patience, Adrian
sleeps all the time, and Gerry is an obnoxious little tyrant.
Seaton Andrew Ranulf Gras (1) doesn't mind anything.

Yes, that's his name. He never even would have gotten that
if Ranny hadn't looked at the back of the birth certificate and
found that a $25 fine is levied for overdue certificate filing.
For $25, I conceded. Speaking of which, naming children - and
dogs - isn't so hard, it's naming ROADS that's just too much for
human endeavour. (Yes, we had considered Sandor, but it seemed
a little too punnable, not that Seaton's much better). I would
like to call the babe Tony, but Mother would have a vision of
vegetable carts every time she heard it. She took the photo-
graphy so well, I think it unfair to subject her to any more
shocks.

I heard you might be back in the Spring for a visit. What
a charming idea. Please give us enough notice so we can have
BW looking its prettiest, and Lot 5 its lonesomest. I imagine
Lot 5 would look pretty good now, with its rustling coat of oak
leaves - quite a contrast to the Five Febt of Snow I read they had
South of Buffalo. Really, now, you could have left us for a more
temperate area.

Ranny and I seem to have settled on a house plan. I have to
admit, in lowered tones and with downcast peepers, that it's a
"split". Somehow the word seems -almost as profane as the other
one, "r#&-h", but that's what it took to satisfy our needs and
desires a a price we could afford. (Sounds familiar). It's
really magical the way every room turns out to be right next to
every other room, when you consider the planfrom the point of view
of convenience, and yet ever so private when considered from the
viewpoint of let's get away from it all. I wonder if it will turn
out to be neitherwise? Oh well, privacy can always be produced
with velvet hangings and such.

Sneaked a peek at the Kramer plans, and could see Why you
liked his work. The most beautiful architect's plans I ever saw.
I'm looking forward to seeIng the bids. I hope they do better than
the ppor dear Freemans, for whom Brooks designed a two-story,
38' x 42' house when their budget said $12,000 was what they could
spend on it. The bids were double that. (This is no secret, I
think). They pared ten feet off one end, changed a middle-level
entry to a main level one, specified less finishing, and have
now got the price within reason and still have a big house.
Now their rent has been increased 50% and they are more desperate
than ever . Really, the pressure exerted by the families in a

hurry has been exhausting. We are all getting a bit snappy under

the strain, much as we did about by-laws, subdivisions, and 
names.

But the difficulties are drawing to a close, it says on page 956,
and soon we will only have to wvrry about what to do with common

land and (excess) funds. I somtimes console myself by thinking

- Ir -



how wonderful it is that we still have eighteen families, consider-

ing the many bumps and bruises they've suffered along the way.
For some reason I am reminded of the Masons, from the English Bruder-

hod community, who say that many Americans have joined their com-

munity over there, after visiting it, because they had to. They
couldn't afford to come homel So perhaps some of our members may,

harbor secret wishes that they didn't have so much tied up in all

this. If so, they keep the secret well. Most of them have even

become so resigned to not building this year" that they are con-

vinced they will be better off for waiting. Very likely they will.

It is hard to imagine true success springing from such haste, such

little-considered decisions. The Meyers, for instance, plan to devote

the winter to getting a good plan, rather than accepting the second

or even third best they were willing to accept this summer. The

Kramers evidently hope that over a three-month period they can

gradually inch Harvey's fireplace into its rightful position as

the dominant feature in their.living room. The Polumbaums, whose
own (Nyna's) design is being made into working drawings by a team

of young architects, feel they can make more satisfactory building

arrangements by waiting, though they have not ceased activity in

that direction.
It seems as though Faxon's group-build did not fulfill the

hopes of either Faxon or the builders., We are very disappointed,
since the idea seems sound and we fear nobody else will dare to

try it if the first fail. Maybe there is some way to discover where
the basic difficulty lies, but we have not found it yet. Ranny-
thinks the subs may be hedging on Faxon's inexperience, or rather
against it, but Nyna disbelieves this. It may be the general con-
tractors who bid lower are able to take a loss or can really work
more efficiently. It appears certain that one big help would have
been gained if the architects had worked more closely with the
supervisor and the subcontractors in the planning stages.

Example; somebody in the design field told a member that
concrete floors, integrally colored, gJ/s#/1J#W/ floated smooth
and waxed, were the cheapest possible. Somebody in the contracting
business told the same member that this process requires two masonry
operations, and is far more expensive than laying tile over concrete.
Since Wright and students seem to invariably choose concrete floors,
I wondered if Spigel discussed this at all with you, or didn't you

get that far?

This has gone on long enough. It is hard for me to know in
what you would be most interested, so I may surround the choice bits
with too many dull paragraphs. In your next letter, or card, you
are invited to ask specific questions.

In answer to those I recall of Lang's last long letter (1),
it is being re-suggested that the corporation bond the road, and I
expect it will be approved, though it may boil down to an expensive
bond to benefit two families at most. Also, seems as though somewhere

I heard a mild objection from Lang about the legal bill. Is that

right?. We have gotten our money's worth as far as the results. It

is true that there were some inefficiencies, but much of those 
were

unavoidable due to Bert's hospital trip. - As for the remarks on

the Option, Pre-emption, etc., I hope 
you are satisfied, and cer-

tainly you raised some valid points.



We miss you both in our discussions, for although your view-
point may be represented ably at each meeting, nobody has quite
such talent for stating both sides of the question and pointing
out the real issues. To say Ranny misses Lang's assitance in all
things corporate is the understatement of the decade. As yet,
no other personality has emerged who shares Ranny's interest in
each activity for its own sake, not merelyas a means to the one
great end.

Hovever, do not think for one half a nor nt that Brown's Wood
is goir to the dojs. Quite the contrar:, i is heading in a
definitely hamsterly direction.

Ranny's home, but I'll make you -rait for new.s of the ieecting
unti1 th next Consensus.

Love and luck,
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NOTICE OF I&&TING

The next general meeting of Brown's Wood will be held
on WvNijAYk e rei' 7, in Grover Hall, 38 Vista Ave.,
Aubur'ndale 0

Though this meeting was originally set for Tuesday, it
was found that Tuesday was the only date available for
another "Get-aequainted" meeting (at the Morganst); since the
general neting will be conoernod mostly with membership appli-
cations, the changre seemed well justified.

Any house plans not yet approved, and requiring early
action, should be brought to ednesday's meeting.

471 Conant Rd.,
Weston, Mass.

- ------- ---- -- ---
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TING As already announced, the next meeting will be
held at 8:00 PH on Wednesday, December 7, in

rovor Hal, 38 Vista Ave., Auburndale, Iass. usiness w I"?
nc 1udo mmbmr ship, financial report, approval of any unprosentEd

house plan e

ETING CF OV~&ER 30: by Gunny Grover,
C3,rk, Bro n's Wood -

P n T:n Da.ys, Homer E&khardt, Dave Freeman, Ranny Gras, 7-rovers
Harrises, lanny Kramer, Paul Loewenstein, Nyxia Polua

D ~ Thitsrx~ Shanskys, Swansons. (Twelve families prented)

thorsa ln: The following authorization, suggosted by the
lawyer 3, was read and APPROVED:

NOTICE OF VOTE

BROWI N'S WOOD INCORPORATD

1 Gunilda Go Grover, the duly elected and qualified
Clerk of Brown's Wood Incorporated, a corporation duly orga-

&d under the Law- of the Commonwealth of tLassaahusetts, parth
eularly under Chapter 180 of the General Laws, hereby certify
and give notice for and on behalf of said Browm's Wood, Incorpo-
ated that the following is a true copy of unanimous votes oif he
13rd of' Directors of the said Brown t s- Wood Incorporated at a
r eting duly held, and that the said votes are still in full

Sad effect:
ETED: That each of the President and the Vice President

aT&n'rs Wood, Incorporated, be and hereby is authorized
when acting jointly with either the Treasurer or the
Assistant Treasurer of Brown's Wood, Incorporated, and
each of. the said Treasurer and the said Assistant Treasurer
be and hereby is authorized when acting jointly with
either the said President or the said Vice President to
execute, acknowledge and deliver for and on behalf of
Brown's Wood, Incorporated, from time to time and without
specific authority, deeds conveying to any member or
members of Brownts Wood, Incorporated any parcel o' areel
of its land, whether shown on tba plaa by Rauiulf W0 Gra
entitled "Subdfvision of Land in Lincoln, Mass, owned by
3rown's Wood, Incorporated" dated Feb. 8, 195, and reourded
with Middlesex 3outhern Registry of Deeds at the end of
Book 8475, or whether shown on any subsequently duly
recorded plaft of a different subdivision of the said land
or of an a"Justment of any boundary or boundaries in any
subdivision thereof; and further VOTED that until notice



on rr rescission of thi& foregoi V t
Sthe ?;Iddlesex Southern Registr1 o ba6

lid by the Cleark or Assistant Gierk o
Yf A Inozporated as having been gi ven p

a e aitho i y f the foregoing Vote, hall be de
: h s on.

Signed, ..... ,.., , e..
Clerk of Brown's Wood,

Incorporated

!t cegis: Thore was a question of how much in way of Staips
ould be put on the deeds when filed.6 The rate is

5 p r $500 Of value, to cover state and federal costsO Forthi purpose lot price were needed immedlately for early deed,It was proposed and ,AG iw&: That the fo-Lot7ng pz1ces, in
inviK.u itrhrlopnt cost, be used for tax stamp purposo i for

Lot Family

2 'an

4 Grnver 60,054

11 Io c e in83,640

17 at

18 Ritson

23 Harris

16

10

65,605

53,814

77,040

Tolumbaum 41,38

Morgan, 57,7,i

Area Area Des. Share,
Price Dif. Dev, Cost

$2,495

A

9,

if

I,

"

'V

1,173 #125

1,634 + 47

1,281 29

1,051 43

1,504 - 70

808 100

1128 42

(It will be remember'd that the fPreeman and Harris lots
have undergone major changas, resulting in nw areas and prices.
The other lot prices listid are the same as last tabulated,
August 8, 1955)

These prices may vary slightly in the future, but not more
than $500.,

Road Bounds: Snelling has given a bid for doing the necessary
survey and installing our lot bounds: $15.00 each

if we dig holes ourslVes. (He has since quoted $100 more if
he digs the holes). Total is $750 (or $850).

I)

77,299 $1,510 +$12 $4,~017

4176

3,747

36503

3,929

3,203

3,865
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'o bi was presented from John J. Flannery:

Pipe delivered already, $8,375.00
ibor for pipe installation, 7.650,00

Total, 14,025.00

The contract calls for complete installation of water
syste, includin ta 3, before payment is made for that.
But it is Fky o stall all taps before the drainage trench is
complete, and Flannery would rather not wait for pament until
after th; trench is complete. The above labor bill does not
include t ap

There was no problem with the first item, since we had already
pioi~sed to pay for pipe whendelivered. Discussion showed that
members were not overjoyed by Flannery's progress so far, and
would prefer to withhold the $7650 until the water installation
is really finished and OK'd by the Town. The members of the

utiv Committee who were present gave silent approval 9br
pyin; lannery the 07650 when the water system is approved,
rather thanw ait till taps are in.

Lawyers' Bill: $652.31 from October 1 to November 25. Our tab
is $2916 from the beginning to date Some feel

this is too high. (One corporation with quite ordinary by-laws
an d od restrictIons payed $2500 for legal services. ED) It
wo1 help us keep track of expenses if we required bills more
fraquently, say monthly. Someone will approach Loewenbeisg and
discuss the subject tactfully.

House Pla: of the Ritson, Loewenstein and Polumbaum families,
and a revised Freeman plan, were oirculated and duly

approvedo

Road Bond: Mr. Willard estimates $22,500 would be needed to finish
the road. The Planning Board wants to require a $27,OCO

to be safe. To obtain an insurance bond would cost $270, a
sum which three families are willing to share the burden of,
Thore w as some discussion of the corporation placing the money inescrow instead of getting an insurance bond, but it would be urwise
to tie up the corporation's funds. There was then discussion of
whether the corporation or three families should pay for the bond,
Some felt that an upper limit for the corporation's share could be
set, and the individuals asked to pay any amount over this.
No consensus was reached on the corporation's footing the bill,
so it was decied that the individuals would get and pay for the
bond now, and bring up the matter of re-payment by the corporation
later.

Membership Applications: There was some discussion about two
applications, It was AGflED: Thatthe MoRae fan ilyTs application be approved. For selfwevident

reasons, this newsletter will only be sent to members for now,
but will be distributed to non--members after the ratification
period ends, - Decision on the Hill application was deferred
until the next meeting, as was the Krokynst.

7- an 3 as
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ras, T'Inbraok 3*v6007
ATyer, 1Twinbrook 2.-2543

~aa Na~: TI, omaittee received 16 ballots (less than half th
nambernas are voting). Results were:

?ocasin Hill
baurel
Red Oak
Mcassin
Brovns Wood
Compass

+15
+1

0

Arrowhead - 6
Indian Hill - 8
FoX Hill - 10
Indian Rock - 11
Roekridge -24

Another ballot is sent herewith.
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NIXT IiEBTING: The next general meeting of Brown's Wood will
be held on Wednesday, December 21, at 8:00 FM

in Grover Hall, 38 Vista Ave., Auburndale, There are still
memborship applications to be considered.

DEEMBER 7 YEMTING:

Present: Genny Daly, Homer Eckhardt, Ranny Gras, Gunny and
Stuart Grover, John Harris, Manny Kramer, -Jim Meyer,

Nettie Shansky, Joan and Art Swanson. (Nine families represented).

Ground Cover: The tree warden of Lincoln has suggested that honey--
suckle be used for the required ground cover on

tho road shoulders (required by the Town, that I*) * It spreadsrapidly, requires little maintenance, will grow anywhere, has nice
flowers, is dense enough to hold the ground well, and is evergreeno
3 plants, enough to cover ' sq. yds., will cost 50% at usual prices,
but we might get a special priow from a nursery if we ordered well
before the spring planting season. The most pessimistic cost would
be $800. Grass is more expensive. The cost would be added to the
road development bill, and this should be done now to be included
in lot costs. Stuart will investigate. details and have soil
tests made for the shoulders.

Treasurer's Report: The Treasurer read her report, which is being
checked over by the Assistant Treasurer andwill be published tomorrow. It was agreed that no consensus was

needed for the folloting, %matters:
1) Money Iwill be" 1'*bk'kxd to those families who invested extra

money, over their estimated lot cost plus the $340 share, for a
period of 3 months.

2) Members ill be billed for the current $2S assessment
according to the regular procedure, although some members raised
the question, why not just take it out of funds the members alroady
have in the corporation?

Return of Assessments: It wat AGRIi&Z That all back assessmonts
be repaid to the Doy, Horn and tEurafamilios-.

Also AGR[ED: No n onber resigning after receivin; a dead toa loi in Brown's Wood will be repaid for any assessnents,

Cushion Fund: It was pointed out that in calculating final lot
prices (which should be done now so that refunds

can be made) some cushion should be included for the unexpected,
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so that mbr on't have to shell out anything more. It was
p s nd h 000 as a contingency fund be
ad- :xp. i riving-at a final dovc opmt

t X d t pid ack to members on the basis of this

FI47d Work: Flannery wants grade stakes It off either side to
facilitate final subgrading and surface grading.

Volunteers were requested. (With one crew-day and a little bit more,
about half the stakes were put in last weeke.end. Next week-.*nd
rill have to finish it, or road work will be delayed some more. ED)

Road Bond: The road bond that was supposed to cost 1% turned out
to cost lo%. The early builders are looking for another

bonding company. Filing deeds is technically illegal until the
zroad is bonded, according to the special requirements of the
Lincoln Planning Board*

Planning Committee: This oomittee should met and discuss the future
of the comion lans so there will be plans made

when interest, money, time, labor or ether requirements are availw
able. (This committee is also responsible for investigating
organized bulk purchase and discounts. See attaohed list of
contractors, and notes o B. L. OSilvi.).

Plan Approved: Approval was &ranted the house plans of the Healy
family.

Membership: An absent member sent a request that the period of
ratification for $onuepms on aaoepting the NORae appli'-

cation be extended to permit gettim better aequaluted. It was felt
that the ratification period limit In too Iportant a part of the
consensus procedure to be varied. Doeian. could be tied up in-
definitely il^ variances were granted. fte request was. not granted.

No decision was reached on the ill application, and the
Krokyn application was not discussed, since by precedent applications
are considered in order of receipt.

Attendance: Although it. seemed utfair to postpone the decisions on
membership so long, the frequent meetings were blamed

for the poor attendance4 which makes it difficult to reach M
decision. The noxt meeting was set for two weeks thence (Dec. 21),.
and it is hoped that all who have j interest in the matters at
hand will be able to aEend.

Hurrah: Excavations have been started for two bouses in Brown's Wood,
the Freemans' and the Loewenteins 9 .
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-krports that ae consensus on accepting
cRa applioation has not been duly ratif ied,

a e ude a now attempt at consensus at thi nlxt nat:C

The drainage trench digging is apparently com-
plete, including dry wells. Considerable il

-a rnd for driveways, etc. Water system will b,
Liz h{ i hiai week with hydrants. Gravel will be brought in to
till twd> anA hopefully to cover the road if the subgading

ha .fln .inishe a ?rost has so hardened the ground that work is

in-tr4tions for Deeds: Members are being sent their deeds in 
mails, as they are preparedc They shuld

(mut ) bo signed as follows: Both husband and wife sign where
indiatld, in the presence of a witness. One person can witness

h sgnatures, but must sign on both "witness" linise After sign-
Tng, doliver to one of the authorized officers, together with
Certificates of Indebtedness.

sews from the West: Ezoerpts from a letter from the Wales'
to the Dalys: *We have found that life

is at least as full, in the sense of being crowded, here as it wa6
last Sumer. 0 . . I tind that surveying and cutting wood were
? ood weekend activities that I really shouldn't do with out.

Cheers. ED) . . . te have looked at two modern houses around
here . One it on a lightly wooded hillside magnificent
view to the nast - well intearated very livable 32 acre
hillside, (Sounds dP4dn.1IFr) . . . The other Is considerably
more elaborate -- al ~ma=nry -4 marble or slatie flors -- oods
all around - terraeos -- glass screened patio -- (A - HAI) the
Moning is inadequate - the lines are chaotief (That's better0 iD)

I -shall probably be sued for quoting out of context, At least
we should explain that the house-hunting is not the result of a
decision to renounce Brown's Wood, but the result of an acute
scarcity of rentals, and a complete absence of suitable rentals.
However, that "32 acres of hillside" sounds preTT a
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CONTRACTORS

Wilbur Upham, on behalf of Bo L. Ogilvie & Sons, Inc., of Weston,

Mass., has compiled the following list of house building con-
tractors for the benefit of Brown's Wood members. All are fairly

local. All are customers of B. L. Ogilvie, a company that can
supply the bulk of materials needed for house construction, and
has shown considerable interest in serving B. W. home-builders.

The first five names on the list have been especially recommended.

GENE"RAL CONTRACTORS

1) Hector Osrnond
19 Montvale Rd., Weston
TW3-5744

2) Fay Bishop
770 Lexington St., Waltham
TW4-1908

5) Hans Tobiason
191 Newport St.,
MI3-8609

4) Romann Co., Inc.
(Earl C. Mann)
Hayden Rowe St.,
Hopkinton 3894

Arlington

Hopkinton

5) G. Murray Burke
37 Wellesley St., Weston
WA6-6381

6) Calvin Patriquin
Wamsutta Ave ., Waltham
TW4-9036

7) Thomas Bergin
291 Dale St., Waltham
TW4-0235

8) linor Shepard
15 Cutter Drive, Ashland
TRin3-3683

9) Howard Shepard
Miller Ave., Framingham
TRin 2-1622

10) Ralph Langley
55 Winter St. Framingham
TRin2--3888

11) A. W. Videon & Sons,
-31 Shelford Rdo, gatick
OL.-7030

12) Nick Jensen
13 Alden Sto. Ashland
TRIn 2-3603

13) John Bryer
Farm Rd., Sherborn
013-7949

14) Richard Bryer
28 Smmer St., Framingham
TR2-1621

15) Rbert Durke.
20 Franoonia Ave., Natick
L-3602

16) Nelson N. Paquett
25 Winter Park Rd., Framo
TR3-8477

17) Paul Gleed
Pond St., Ashland
TRo7324

18) Dan Canning
89 North Ave., Natick
OL.34131 or 0=-4380

19) Albion Wallace
23 Rockland St., Natick
01.31735

20) Frank Wood
Main St., Cohituate
01.-5272

(Continued on next page)

ji
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21) ;Iar< 2 nu li
26 Sta ty St., Natick

22) E. Intinarelli
1 Prospect St., Natick
OL3-0428

23) Joseph Barbieri
off Bethany Rd., Framingham
TR2-1003

24) Dale Davis
Prospect St., Shorborn
0L3-7792

25) Walter Haeuber Jr.
22 Pine Lane, Framingham
TR5--4581

26) A. Hall
42 Pond St., Natick
OL3-2073

MASONS

1) Frank Penetta
R.F.D., Concord Ave., Lexington

2) Phil's Construction Co., (Phil Pintabona)
1480 Main St., Waltham
TW4-4788

* ~ ~ , , 0, 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 a 0 0 5 * 0 0 0 *

Stuart Grover# as chairman of the Planning Committee, is speaking
to Harold Ogilvie about the possibilities of discounts for BW
members. If you have any questions talk to Stuart.

As for the quality of Ogilvie, Inc. 's materials and service,
any of the above contractors (or the Gras family) can act as
references,
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To th e of Brown's Wood:

Io.l__ letter came frorn Jacques Hill, and it seemed
s ch a fne ex lanation of his position that we asked and were
given his periss.ion to print coplas tO send to the membershipo

Natick
Dec. 13, 1955

Sthat some of the discussion about my member'
sh p p,; I on as centered about the pos3ibility of y w@fa's
acqiring the lot or house if I should be accepted and then di.
in thn near future.

-he que stion of how best to dispose of my assets (mostly
life insurance) after death has been very iraportant to me ever

w- wife left the hospital. According to the doctors there
shi is not o2.l enough now (nor is likely to become well enough)

0e c ,tod- of John, much less to manage any money. I have
had a laryer work on setting up a trust and a will by which all
Yy sasets go into the trust when I die. This work is 99% com-
Plate. Tha money will be paid out by the trustees to support
both my wife and son, and the amunt allotted to my wife is more
than the minimum set by Massachusetts law.

As you probably know, my wife could contest the will anyhow,,
Judging by her present attitude, she wouldn't. This is too im-
portant an issue to be left to chanoe, however small the risk,
on the other hand. My lawyer has checked thoroughly into her
chances of success, should my wife try to break the will. He
believes her chances are nil. In the first place, a precedent
has been set in a similar ease wher, the trust was upheld, This
is not conclusive but there exists another factor which is; my.
wifet s illness is such that she could be declared legally incori-
petent at any time. This maneuver will be used if necessary to
protect her interest and Johnts Two very competent and respected
psychiatri3ts are ready to testlfy that she is that Ill.

The situation will change somewhat when and if we get adivorce. We both think that this is the only real solution to
our present difficulties and the first piece of paper has been
filed, The whole process should take 6 to 9 months.

With or without a divorce the situation from the point of viewof Brown's Wood seems to be as follows: If I should become
a BW member and die while still a member (and not remarried), thereal estate would be put in trust to be sold by the regular
procedure of finding a buyer and giving B a chance to buy athis price and so on. There might be some unhappiness on the part
of the trustees if it takes a long time to find a buyer, but there
should be enough money from the insurance to take care of things
for quite a while (including payments on the house)0 The
trustbas will be the Harvard Trust and my father or$ if he dies,
homer Eckhardt, Either one of the latter would bortainly live
up to th- Ideals of BW.

Sincerely, Jacques
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C-ash receipts from present members
Cash receipts from resigned members
Cash received for bids on road contract
Subscription income
Miscellaneous income

Total Cash Receipts through 12/2/55

$74,110.00
8,238O00

60.00
2.00

15.00
*

82,425.00

(4 families)

Cash Disbursements other than development payments that

enumerated on the following pages (red print)

Cash returned to bidders (4 returns $5.00 .@)

Cash returned to resigned members:

Land Costs: Stephens and Brown
Bernson

Burgher
Moy

Total Disbursements other than development obst's
(through 12/2/55)

* Cash Receipts
* Cash Disbursements
Balance

i44 230fl0
2,04700
2,005.00

18,500.00
7,00.00

$30,072.00

$82,425.00
- 30,072.00

~~ 5 O5255.0

Development Costs (next page, in red) -. 34-730-68

Bank Balance, December 2, 1955

Money in reserve for future development
costs (following page - column 6)

Surplus

$37,822.32

3409.5806

$039.26

Loans returned to members Dec. 8, 1955 w 2,509ooo

Balance after all committments are met

Amount owed to members by cor'p. -

(based on new lot 2mxl!es)
Amount still due from members +
(based on new lot prices)
Money to be gained by sale of lots +
(15,19,20, based on new lot prices)
Amount due to re signed members:

Horn $2,072.00
lura 2,072.00
NlOY 42,00

Balance

530.26

6,934.00

457.00

10,248.00

4,186.00

95.28

Report by Genny Daly, Treaso,
and Nettie Shansky, A. T.

CASH R1WOIPII& kW A DISBURSWTS, AVALYSIS

are
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Road Contract

Road Ledge

Bounds

Legal Fees

Office Supplies

Engineering Supplies

Tools and Equipment

Postage

Advertising

-Taxes

Insurance

Professional Services

Equipment Re

Common Development

Miscellaneous

Filing Fee

--Road Maintenance

Reserve for Contingencies *

General Re serve Fund **
(Contingency Account)

TOTALS

TOTAL
ESTIMATED

COSTS

$39,138.00

1,000.00

850.00

3,600.00

248.70

92.28

881.72

45.76

fl0.90

389.00

97.96

910.33

31.00

27.09

80.00

35.00

100.00

1,000.00

500.00

$49t2M3*74

MIEENSES
BEFORE

JULT, 1954

$ ---- --

124.84

38.00

21.88

25.00

7.38

80.00

53.00

$335.34

* Includes possible $800.00 for road shoulder planting.

** Corporate By-Laws, Article VIII, Seotlon 1, h.

I

G. A. Daly
N. Shansky

I

v
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TOTAL DEVICLOPMT COSTS

RMAINDER
OF 1954

939 86

18.90

65.00

144.00

181.91

-- --- -a

$1,349.87

1955
2EKPENSES

(TH. 12/2/55)

$ 8500OO0

90000

1,328.08

52.98

54.28

859.84

10.76

45.90

245.00

76.05

917.71

31.00

27.09

---- r----

----- r--

-- n-----

#15.045.67

TOTAL
ACTUAL CASH PAID
THROUGH 12/2/55

S8 50Qx0O

90O0O00

2,264*94

196o 7O

92.28

881.?2

35o76

110.90,

38900

257496

910033

3100

27.09

80 00

53.00

*** $14,730.68

E STIMATED
BALANCE AND
RESERVE

$30,638.00

100.00

850.00

1,335.06

50.00

10.00

-r--r----

100.00

1,000.00

500.00

$34,583.06

*** $14,730.68 is present development cost figure used to compute
bank balance on Pae 1.

G. A. Daly
N. Shanxsky

If

212/iv'13/t



ESTIMATJD LOT PRICES BASED ON

DEVELOPs N1IW AMOUNT AMOUNT
FINAL MEIT 1IMATED PAID BY R E

FAMILY LOTA. PRICE SHARE PRITE Y7BERS 7 12/9/1

Daly 12 $1,202 $2,350 $3,552 $3,748 $-----

Eekhardt 17 1,252 3,602 4,087

Zreeman 22 1,522 3,872 4,846 489

Gras 13 1,542 3,892 4,772 395

Grover 4 1,298 3,848 4,135

Harris 23 1,434 3,784 4,072

Healy 7 1,334 3,684 4,526 357

Kramer 2 1,357 3,707 4,192

Loewenstein 11 1,681 " 4,031 4,516

Meyer 1 1,384 3,734 4,276 57

Morgan 10 1,170 " 3,520 4,562 557

Novak 3 1,231 " 3,581 3,726

Polumbaum 16 708 3,058 3,695 152

Ritson 18 1,008 " 3,358 3,875 32

Shansky 8 976 3,326 3,072 ------

Swanson 9 905 3,255 3,072

Van Rennes 14 1,276 3,826 4,168 57

Wales 5 1,524 3,874 4,772 413

15 860 3,210

19 1,030 3,380

20 1,306 3,858

( t7
$26,000 $49,350 0 75350 $74,110

The Development Share of $2350.00 arrived at *-ividing total esti-
mated cost figure ($49,313o74 -- Col. 1, Page 2 of this report) by
21 members. Tha resultant figure of $2348.27 was rounded out to
$2,350400.

G. A. Daly and N. Shansky

D

i

I

9

A $2,350.00 DEVELOPlid!WT COST/LOT



BR0VWN 'S WOOD, INCORPORATED

MEMBERSIP DIMCTORY

Daly, Richaad T. and Genevieve Anne
89 Spear St., Melrose
National Co., Inc., Melrose

Eckharcit, Uomer D. and Mary G.
234 Lakeview Ave., Cambridge
RCA, Waltham Bxt. 36

TILE4-3739
ME4-6330

EL4-%4999
WA5-8060

Freeman, Dr. David T. and Constance 0.
25 Queensberry St., Boston C06o4039
c/o Halloran Clinio, Met. State Hosp. TW4-4300

Gras, Ranulf W. and Annette E.$
471 Conant Rd., Weston TW3-6007
Instrumentation Lab, MIT, Ext. 3551 TUN4-6900

Grover, C. Stuart and Gunilda G.,
179 Burlington St., Woburn

" VffpR, Cambridge

Harris, John-, and Naomi A.,
1000 Concord Tnpk., L.xington
Lincoln Lab uxt* 5335

\W00..661 1W0209682 r
KI7-7751

CL9-8672
V02-3370

Healy, Edward M. and Helen T.,
6 Ashton Place, Cambridge KI7-8293
Dewey & Almy, fittomore Ave., Camb. TR6-1400

Kramsr, Manuel and Ruth L.,
5 Saran Ave. Bedford
MIT

Loewenstein, Paul and Sophie F.,
2 Potter Pc., Cambridge
Nuclear Metals, Cambridge

CR4-7450
E!9-3400

TR6-4092
UN4-5200

Meyer, James Wagner and Carol H.
Box 142 Bedford Rd., Lincoln
(Residence 484 Concord Rd., Weston) TW3-2543
Lincoln Lab V02-3370

Morgan, Dr. Richard S. and Molly Heath,
9 Fayette Rd., Bedfor'd
MIT Ext. 710

Novak, Kalman and Nellie R.,
1 Channing Place., .Cambridge

At home, or Longy School of Music, Camb.

CR4-7910
UN4-6900

UN4--4661
TR6-0956
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Polumbaum, Theodo1re S. and Nyna B.,
123 Norwood Ave., Newtonville

" At home

Ritson, David V. and C. Edda,

ft

Shansky, David and

Swanson, Arthur A.

a

Van Rennes, Albert

38 Pierce Rd.. Watertown
MIT zzt. 2396

Nettle,
56 Roberts Drive, Bedford
Lincoln Lab. Ezt. 122

and Joan 0,
7 Saran Ave., Bedford
Natl. Research, Cambridge

B. and Mabel 0.,
P.O. Box 248, Weston
(Res. White Rd., wayland)
MIT, BEt. 614

BI4--7043

WA4-7343
UN4-6900

GR4-7476
V02-3370

CR4-6059
EL4-6400

ELS-4875
UN4-6900

Wales, R. Langdon and Ruth L.,
Box 724, Olean Rd., So. Wales, New York
Moog Valve 00., Bast Aurora, Nov? York

Notice: ThG abovo names are listed in the forms used for BW legal
documents (deeds, eto.). If the name as given does not
correspond with your legal signature, please notify A. Gras

Notice: If either member of the family, or both members, should
acquire a new address, home or offioe telephone number,
please notify A. Gras eo that the correction can be
included in The Consensus. Thank you.
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Dec. 29, 1955

2 T er ll aurndale, 8:00 ?M, Wonsa
uary 4, 1956 o Tho armenda will inlude: cc.r< 'ic:. z kyn appl on; discussion of genczral

dG Tmber hp applications; decision rzladtive
tcg iLi r road bound installation ($750 without

<0 :Vih) 3 a1o (by request) dscussion and attempt
at shuld constit a quorum at genaral

->. 4. an ttedan e be improved?

S;> NBE 21; Report by 'phone from Kal
Novak, substitute Clerk

nt lc? rdt, R~anny Gras, Manny Eramer. P1aul Locent-n
1.aae Polmbau=, Dave and Nottie Shanoky. Total,

- na rep senting seven familios.

7nanTe 7win bill from Sherburne, Fowers and
Medham was presented:

Sender& dduring period October 1, 1955 to
1955, as follows:
n&t 0 ntoice of preomptions, optin3 and

SCtors, conferences with corporate o1ficars
t dnce at meeting of members concorning -

o 1n :jd os and votes in connection

r se ah as to validity of prmemptions,
oion. a restrictions 1O00.00

Cash Disbursements:
Diao ma'stor shoots and c arf are .

$651.*2
The following letter, in referenme to the bill, was read:

In accordance with Mrse Daly's request we are enclosingour bill for the poriod October 1 to November 25, 1955, aand have allocabddztbe 'f" among the various items of work,I can see how.- -, tQLib1t may be more desirable in the fU-Bture, so that g.r nezx .tAtqrnent will cover the balance ofNovember togrr W :0 rent month,
With respeot0jt youm request as to the hourly rate ofthe persons who. 41d etleJwqrc eovered by the bill, I couldfurnish the rate- which we feel should be charged for thevarious individuais- when a bill is computed primarily on atime basis. In the case of Bromn's Wood, Incorporated, how-ever, although the time spent has always been an important

consideration in fixing a bill, we have never made the compu-



tation on~ ~a hcv~y rate basis,
y o- - the time spent is only

m Knt : 'eterning -xi hat the fee should be for a gin r a.
of legal IO$k. Other, factors, most of ihich are listed in
he Carnon of EThics of the Aerican Bar Association are the

results obtaineds, the amount of money involved, the diffi4
culty of the task, the responsibility of counsel, ete*
Frequently a bill based on these factors will result in i fee
which is lower than a fee computed on anshourly rate basis;
at other times the contrary result will obtain.

It was soon very obvious to us that to bill Brown's Wood
on a straight time basis would be unfair, because to accomplish
what your group wanted with the painstaking drafts and redrafts
of by-laos and other doeumants would probably have resulted
in a charge greater than the work warranted. Accordinglyq
each bill has represented our best judgment as to what a fair
oh'-K- should be for the work done, and in eve instance the

h Tn considerably .sas than if the computation had
b. ,.' o atourly ra i01g. This is not to say that
we dsr r the amount of time spent, but simply that we
conid th other factors as well.

..,rust t-t this will clarify bow the bills for Brovin'
da c np ted, and that you will get in touch with me if

y Ai an \ uher questions.
Sincerely, Bert Loewenberg

The eplan tion was accepted and it was AGBIRD: That the
bi *o' oaynn by the Troasurer.

Assistant Clerk: The lawyers had pointed out that it would be
legally rather awkward for Gunny Grover to per-a

form her usual oa,.erical duties with retard to the Grover dead, and
had suggested an officially appointed Assistant Clerk". For some
reason or other the Secretary title wouldn't do, though the same
person viouldo So it was AGRMiD: That Helen Healy be appointed
Assitant Clerk for the purposes of executing the Grover deed.

McRae Application* The situation with regard to this application
was discussed the view first expounded being

that the action (or lack of actiond so far resulting from the due
processes of consensus was not an aetion- fwored by the whole group,
or even by the majority of the group; if a minority is to determine
the action of a group, the least that miowzity should do is to
explain its reasoning and listen to and wigh the reasons of the
majority. Majority :ule may result in injestioe to the minority, bu
but a minority standing "on privilege" so to speakis being equally
unjust, and to a larger nuutber of peo4pl. 4- The principles of oon,
sensus action were defended# among admissions that poor attendance
makes it difficult to achieve a true "ooneonsus". In order to
at least feel out the entire group on the matter at hand, it was
suggested and AGRZWfD: That a telephone poll be conducted by a
neutral nehiber (Paul Loewenstein) and that the results be given a



A- n h-ateover influence they might on the xioba c'

T e applie ation received from Jacqu
considered, and it appeared that Jacq '

tisfied many of the questions in members# minds, I
iwzas Atu That tho application of Jacques Hill be accepted, th'

p .zen- 1rs , 1Hi r being specifically excluded from votinG prS-vilego i

yn Application: This application was discussed to some oxtent,
the question of "getting acquainted" coming up

a as usual0  None of the members present felt they know the
pai culai apc iant family very well, and while they might br ir

.ocbly marvelous people for Brown's Wood, at least one person fn
nervous about accepting anyone "by default". We could carry the
pattern further, and accept a family no Almber had ever seen#
since in that oase nobody could have anything to object to* It

48a decided that since one family in the group was well aequaint7
with he Krokyns, and many absent members had sen something of

3n inc tvo weoks would allow a little more opportunity to beeo
acquaintcd, then the decision could be more easily reached at tba

netmsting.

ti ons; It was reported that two more applications
been received, one from the Shihying Lee ia%

h, Yao T. Li family.
This ;ao rs to the oinent that one of our aims had. a. ,K

been di criy background, and that this goal had not boon
r al7sfd ai Ally as we had hoped. We should not fail to recogni
opportu1ty0  In argument it was noted that once you decide to
se k o of diversity (in this ease raoial) it is hard to
azlw th l'ne; you may find yourself in an endless search for tbe

idsst range of diversity; furthermore, "discrimination" in faior
of one group of persons is also "discrimination" against anoW-h.r
group, and if we were in the position of making a choice8 would it
be fair to eliminate one family because they could not offer suchi l
degree of diversity? As it is, we are not in the p3Ttion of mak. .
* choice, because we have agreed to consider applications one at
a time, in order of receipt, and on their individual merits. -
The conclusion of the discussion was that the usual rule should
be upheld.

(Note: In the past few meetings it has become quite clear that
nobody is very satisfied with the way membership applicants are
"processed", to use a horrible expression. Though the group can
hardly be expected to agree on the "standards" of accptibility,
perhaps it could agree on a clearly defined procedure for inteire-

fawiliee, applicants and members to follow. Programs used by o
communities range from one "party#" for each applicant to long
questionnaires, many individual meetings, and a prescribed numbeo

of visits to general meetings. Time limits for processing of

applications can be set, both mini==m and maximu Members who

are concerned with the composition of the group - in other words



who do not ar the open door policy, might pin down in their
own rins just rhat they are looking for. Perhaps any deoision
on those matters would be better than the roller-coaster thinking
that has acoompaniod the latest applicationso Anyway, next week s
agenda allows some room for discussion of this topic. D)

Treasurer's ort: The official Treasurer's report (which was
officially approved at the maeting at which

it was read), and the Financial Statemont for Laymen were remarked
and aecepted, and G(enny Daly and Nettie Shanskj were much praised
and commended for their work.

After setting the noxt meeting for two weeks thence, the meeting
was Adjournedo

0 1 ~ 0 9 40 0 40 9 9 08 0 9

Deeds: Yrenbers who have received deeds from the lawyers but have
not yet done their part of the eXecuting or delivered theor

to the proper officers are requested to do so A.S.A.P. The notar-
izing is simplified if a batch at a time are ready, rather than ir
dribbles.

I have been asked to remind members of the Road Committee that the
Telephone .Co. needs prodding before they wiTIse to us. Early
builders may need power pretty soon.

Another house: The Ritson family's Teohbuilt is under way. Won'
be long now. The Teohbuilt people promised to do

what Lincoln says, and Lincoln is getting pretty strict, so the
Ritsons will be getting the benefit of some free supervisioni

Another Application has been received, from .Bronislaw and Savera
Smulowioz (their friends have Americanized thi '

to Bob and Vera Small), of 37 Carleton Rd., Belmont, BE5a3163 Ma
While waiting to see what happens, they would like very much to got
to know the members of Brown's Wood.

Lee and Lila Address:* 28 Orchard St.* and 30 Orchard St. (iwrespectin
My), watertown, Tel * WA4m?982 and WA40496

(also irrespectively). They too would like to get acquainted.

Corrections: Dave Freeman's middle initial is F, not T. John
Harris' office extension Is M, not 5335.

R A P PY N R Nl A R A
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MkTING with Harold Ogilvie, Manager of B. L. Ogilvie & Sons,
December 17, 1955.

Mr. Ogilvie was approached with the questions of discounts
on building materials for both contractors and individuals in
BW. He cheerfully gave the following information about his own
policies and methods, which he says may differ from those of
other yards.

1. At B. L. Ogilvie & Sons there are only two price schemes:
one is for the general public, the other for builders. It
makes no difference how much Qf a particular material you
order; thero is no quantity discount.

2o Members of BW will be considered builders; they will get the
same discount as a contractor on anything they buy.

3. The discount on wood and certain other materials which might
be called "structural" (as opposed to hardware, paint, etc.)
is very slight = something on the order of 2%.

4* The discount on hardware, paint and miscellaneous items is
10%, so long as the amount purchased Le typical of a
builder's purchase (you can't get 10% on a pint of white
paint or 10 screw eyese or a half pound of nails).

5. In addition to the above, there is a standards 9% discount
for cash payment by the tenth of the month.

6. The materials are the same price delivered as picked up;
daily delivery to Lincoln is the usual thing.

Stuart Grover
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W E [T MTbTh* next general meeting will be hold on Wednesday,
January 18, 1956, at 8:00 PM in Grover Hall, 38

Vista Ave., Auburndale,

MF'T ING OF JANUAnE d4 Notes by Gunny Grover,
Edited by A.E.Gn

Present: Grase s, Mary Eckhardt, John Harris, Arthur Swansong Genny
Daly, Kal Novak, Stuart and Gunny Grover, Paul Loewenstein,

Ed Healy, Dick Morgan, Manny Kramer, Dave and Nettie Shansky, and
Lyman and Nancy Allen as interested observors. Fifteen members
represented twelve families.

Road Bounds: Mr. Snelling wanted an answer on the placing of our
road bounds, which must be done before the road can

be accepted (taken otet) by the town. Be will do it for $750
without holes, $850 with holes. At first the general feoling
appeared to be that this was not an urgent matter, that $40 per
family isn't chicken feed and that some time in the next year we
could find out whether we want to do the job ourselves. If not,
then we can hire Snelling. However, someone noted that the major-
TW"of the members will be building or finishing their homes in the
next year, and there won't be much manzower- available for surveying.
Our past work has been pretty ineffilernt, when aiming at the
accuracy required for this job (ono part in 8,000). Snelling's
Price might be higher in a year. The subject of a swimming pool
sneaked into the conversation; admittedly, $850 would bWy a fair
amount of pool* But members would far rather work on the pool than
on the survey, and they couldn't do both. Furthermore, amateur labor
put into a pool (or tennis courts) would be far more financially
rewarding than the sane time put into the survey. As the opinion
appeared to shift to approval of the hiring, a plea was made for
voluntary statements of willingness to do the field work, eight
people being considered sufficient. OnIy onehowever, felt as in-
terestod in surveying as In pools and houses. He bowed gracefully
to the will of the majority and it was AGRED: That I1r. Snelling be
hired to locate, furnish, and install up to 50 bounds at a total
price not to exceed $850.

sav: It was proposed for consensus that a "quorum" be set at
fourteen out of eighteen families (represented), that atten-

dance be determined in advance, and that expected failure to achieve
a quorum call for cancellation of the meeting.

The proponent flt 'that consensus was failing to vork without
such a rule, and presented the following reasons:

It seems as though members only attend meetings if they are
vitally concerned and/or it is fairly convenient. However, almost
every menber wants to satisfy himself that the deoisions reached by
the group are the right ones. 'Trbe1can't come to one meeting, or
the next, he still wants to hear all the points on both sides, so



he brings up the matter at the third meeting. On the other hand,
the member with a point to make (as in support of an applicant)
must attend eve meeting to make sure his point is heard by every
momber. If ere remain, after several attempts, a lack of understand-o
ing between two nerxbers because of a failure to attend coincident
meetings, the matter may have to be thrashed out on the telephone.
This last process puts the matter on a personal basis and changes
the whole spirit of discussion. Is it fair for mombers who take
things seriously to have to go out of their way and run up sitter
bills Just because other families were not willing to take the trouble
to come regularly?

In answer, the procedure of consensus was defended, even in its
slow, laborious workings0 A member felt one of the- nice things about
BW has been the lack of formal coercion. Adopting the proposed rule
would spoil this, and would have the negative effect compulsion
always has. If members go to trouble to attend meetings regularly,
that is their own choice and they cannot blame anyone else; obviously
they consider it worth it. Those who are discouraged with the
system may not have considered that it is still the best system we
can think of, that the freedom of the individual (to attend or not
attends for instance) is an important aspeot, and that a very real
effort is made at every meeting to set tbrth every known viewpoint,
even those of absent members, while the newsletter attempts to spread
the information among all members equally.

It was agreed by all that members who cannot attend should do thei
best to make up for it by keeping informed, getting interested as soon
as a subject is raised instead of after it has been put to bedj.
by not spending so much discussion time on details that do not
require decision, we could all help to get the business settled at
each meeting, rather than deferring half of it and thus requiring
more meetings. An invitation was extended to all and any members to
=Wr fe their thoughts, on the subject for publication. One letter is

herein; actually it uas written prior to the discussion but received
after.

Road Bond: The Executive Oommittee met with representatives of the
Etna Insurance Go., who were willing to bond the road if

the remainder of the contract price were put In a special bank
account. The committee transferred $30,638 to an account from which
funds can be drawn if signed by the usual two BW officers and one
of three Etna officials. The latter will not sign any such heck
without written certificate from the town of Lincoln that the covered
phase of the work has been completed satisfactorily. The bond was
secured, for $27,000, as required by the town. The cost, $405 (li%)
was borne by two familie", Loewenstoin and freeman, who expect that
every family benefiting by the bond will share.

A : Many cormendations have been given the agent who arranged the
bonding. He is 11r. Stanley Page, of Lincoln, who is interested

in taking care of insurance for the BW families. He is well informed,
has all the details at tongue-tip, is honest (when he doesn't know
something he says so) and co-operative to the extrne. Also likable.

January 9#v, 196 "YOL. VII., n -o 2 --
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Another Application: Before leaving the meeting, Lyman and Nancy
Allen announced their wish to submit an

application. They have been discussing the community for some tim.

with Stuart and Gunny Grover. No applications were on hand for

them to sign but it was generally agreed that their priority could

be established as of that date.

Membership: It was required that the secretary be authorized to write
a letter to the first applicant family, informing them

of the group's acceptance or lack of acceptance of their application.

Therefor, though some thought the subject had been settled, it was

raised again.
The long and warm discussion revolved more about general prine

ciples of admission and the question of consensus versus majority

rule, than about the particular application in question, To report
the entire discussion would reqjuire several issues, but space should

be given to those questions that were newly raised or appeared in

a new light. Most of then follow:

Veto: The basic question was, Under what circumstances, if any, is

a minority justified in blocking the will of the majority?

The case at hand was frequently referred to as a case in point,

but other examples wore mentioned too.
One extreme of opinion was that the privilege of individual

"veto" is embodied in the consensus procedure for the sole purpose
of selfpprotection, and that any individual uising the power when

not threatened by a otual harm is abusing the privilegeR a compari-

son was made with the famous "Nyeti" heard round the varld. o A

contrary view was that consensus is used because of a belief that

the individual is the most important element of any group, and
need answer only to his own conscience. Admitting the difficulties

of the UN veto, it was and is felt neoessary to insure that no

oositive action be taken without the consent of all.
*ommon ground was found, however, in the firm belief that every

dissenting individual or group of individuals should give careful

consideration to the majority opinion. Not all could agree that

such careful consideration would necdssarily bring about a change of

mind. One member felt the majority is bound to show better collective

judgment than the individual, another thought the individual's

judgment might conceivably be superior, another ventured that the

simple fact of acting on an individual basis forces the person to

think more deeply about each matter.

CorMromise: A factor frequently mentioned was the relative oppor-w
tunity for oompromiseo On such riatters as the phrasing

of an option agreement, the group can hope to satisfy everyone by a

series of modifications. But there have been occasions when a ballot

was necessary, there being no compromise; in these oase the mnrity

was willing to "give in". For Instanoe, when faced with a choice

betwoon a road on one side of the hill or one on the otheri the

majority opinion, determined by vote, was decisive.
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The ciffLncsn be the two cases were noted: In the
subdtvis.n qn the choice was between two positive proposals-
each of whi&h had been shaped by group opinion into very workable
plans. It was a matter of expediency, to choose the one favored by
the greatest number of people. w In the oase of membership, we
do not allow ourselves a choice (of familoes) but must simply say yes
or no to each in turn. It is quite likely, in view of the number
of applications, that a family can be found to whom all will agree.
If so, that is,a better answer than one which introd~ueis disturbance,
into the group. Meanwhile, a failure to sat merely preserves the
status quo, without having a real effect on aon

Poll: The result or Paul's Poll were requested. They showed three
families opposed to positive action on the application, four

neutral, and eight in favor. It was noted that of the last, five
were opposed on principle to rejecting any application.

Change of Poliay? The opinion was then expressed that the group is
getting progressively more *fussy", that origin,&

ally the self-screening procedure was considered sufficient, but
at the present rate it will be practically impossible for anyone to
be accepted. The speaker noted that while it will be difficult to
prevent anyone from buying a lot or home in the @o mmunity through
resale, the present system leaves it easy to deny him membership*
Since the privilege of corporate membership adds considerably to-
the valu of community real estate, the consensus rule of admission
poses a real threat to the resale value.

3elf-Sreening: It was-admitted that the selfosereening system was
not relied upon very heavily any more. Once, there

was considerable risk, a lot of work to be done; families had to
be sincere to qant to join us. Now, however, there is oppoi:unity
for a family to get a good land buy, a practically guaranteed neigh-
borhood, comunity assets and facilities, with no risk and little
effort. Anyone would be interested in these, especially sine- the
history of the group has shown a consistent laek of pressure to
participate in the accompanying shenaniganS.

However, if enough time were allowed for the family to beoocme
well acquainted with the group and its ways& self-sereening 4-i;ht
still work pretty well. If, knowing us all, an applicant really
felt he could stand being our neighbor, more power to him.

Moral Obligation: At this point the chairman of the "get acquainted"
comittee made the following statement:

It is the moral obligation of every member to personally meet
with every appU1oant famly before their application is considerod.
A comittee can't bring this about, and social parties have provedinadequate to the need. Obvious4y, th group does not consider
membership lightly, yet we continue to discuss this important matter
with insufficient basis for decision. In the future, the gr
should refuse to consider an application until the applicants a
been so met by every member family ( except those our of stata .

There was no disagreement with this sugestion at all.



Standards: Onc member felt we should try to set up standards for
Juding appliants, but the overwhelming opinion was

that nothin wuld be more impossible for this group. There are
too many opposing views, and beyond that, too many ideas of how
to evaluate the dogres to which an applicant meets the standards.
The e y esbe courise is for each member to consider the matter
sericuly himself, consider the opinions of others with equal
seriousnesa, satisfy himself as to the rightness of his actions,
and it be more comfortable if he could assume that others are
doing the same.

Minority Rulez The most# and last, discussed mattor was the
basic validity of consensus as compared with the

usual majority rule of parliamentary procedure.
One member thought the majority must always be right, and

even if it weren't, more people would be made unhappy if the
majority were "blocked" than if the minority gave in, How can it
be said that consensus works if more than half the people can be
defeated at every turn?

In answer it was remarked that in nearly every case the dis,-
senting individuals have led the group to find, in the end, better
solutions than those that would have been accepted quickly under
majority rule. After two years and more of watching consensus work
and work well, it is saddening to hear the system denounced because
it encounters snags. - Also, the individual who really cares
about the policies of the group is foolish not to use the power
given him by consensus. The wbole purpose of setting up a "made*,
to-order" community is so that the members can shape the comnmunity,
its life, policies and composition, to their own wishes insofar
as they are truly agreed#

Notification: In the last few minutes of the meeting it was
AGRfi~tfl That the secretary notify the 1'cRac f anily

t-at n vroup had boon unable to reach consensus on their appli-

New Yearts Resolution for Brown's Wooders 12/31/55

The president of the corporation has asked that a review of atten-
dance at general meetings be made#,and that improvement In this
respect be shown by member failies. We therefor ask your serious
consideration of the following.

Our formal reference for obligation to attend meetings is in the

membership agreement (pp. 2 & 3). It is headed "Participation in

Consensus": it states that such particiation is a privilege and a

duty. The key phrase is as follows: *..it is the method for
effectuating their wishes and those of the other members...
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In other wordi, participation in open discussion is as much a part
of our obligation as recognition of the consensus procedure is,
since it is the only proper way to "effectuate our wishes" to the
fullest extent. Similarly, the wishes of the other members cannot
be properly effectuated unless we are present at the open discussion
to evaluate their wishes*

Two critical issues have recently been dragged out by our collect.
lye raflure to ive up to these obligational namely, approval of
new members and final wording of the option agreement. In each
case, the effect of poor attendance was to cause considerable
inconvenience and annoyance to a few people. Zt U safe to say
that some of the feelings aroused by the unnuoessary delays were
strong enugh to weaken the primazy aim of the corporation (which,
uou will recall, is "to establish a neighborhood @f congenial
and openminded families*)*

9200ificall , in the above issues, the diffioulty arising from
owa en ance was that three, foUW, or nose meetings were re

quired to elicit, discuss, and act on mumbers' views, where one or
two well attended meetings might have done the job. Absent mim-
bers occasionally sent proxy opinions via spouse or friends but
because proxy opinions are mute opinions the absent members'
wishes were not properly "effectuated", nor *Ould the members
prosent make their views felt by the absent Ammbew. The resulting
pressure of urgency caused the Waiver or Coasenu.s procedure to
be used in one instance, and in another there was a request to
extend the normal sevenwday waiting period. Both of these devi-
ations are less desirable than straight oonsensus procedure, and
would nearly always be unnecessary it good attenance allowed us
to move decisively through our business.

How low is low attendance? An examination of the records of the
nine general meetings held between

September 22 and December 21 of this past year yields the follow-
ing information which is given without **Mentt

1. Average attendance has been 3G% of mabership,
2. Five of our number have not attended any of these meetings.

(This figure does not include the out of state Wales').
3. One-half of our members have attended three times or less

out of the nine.
4. Five families have accounted for nearly one-half the

attendance.
5. In the most recent meeting (December 21) eight porsons

showed up (22%).
6. And so on...

Everyone has to make his own decisionsand it is perfectly obvious
that when you are but o town, or having a baby, or stuck for a
baby sitter, of for plenty of other reasons, you can't come. But
it looks like there is plenty of room for improvement.

sew.
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New member: Ita a 7-al pleasure to announce the arrival of.
Na'tha Charlott0 Freeman. She joined the group at

supper tire on ?rid y, January 6, and even without supper she
weighed 7 lbs. 2 oz. Dave says, "She's Beautifull And he should
know, Connie has a telephone in her room at the Richardson house,
so maybe we shut-ins who can't get to visit can call her up.

Rew Ap~ication: I was just handed applications signed by Otho
and Julia Kerr. Their address is 45 Cameron

Avenue, Cambridge, and the telephone is EL4-6267. They too
would like to get acquainted with members0

Sulpension: Notice was received within one week after the nailing
of the last newsletter that the consensus reported

therein relative to the application of Jacques Hill did not meet
with the approval of one member, who intends to discuss the matter
at the next meeting.
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Ranulf W. Gras

471 Conant Rd.

Weston, Mass.
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